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Foreword 

Thank you for reading this thesis. This thesis has been written for my 
graduation on the Eindhoven University of Technology, department of the 
built environment. For the research I wanted to bring two of my interests 
together in one projects. These interests are skyscrapers and computer 
graphics. The university owns a desk-CAVE and this gave me the idea to use 
its capabilities in a design project for a high-rise building. This also appeared 
to have never been done before and thus it was a valid research topic, and 
so I began creating the tools necessary for the job. Due to my interest in 
skyscrapers, I was already familiar with many buildings in Hong Kong, the 
project location. I've been modeling these buildings with 3ds Max for many 

. years now. This taught me to look into buildings in the smallest detail which 
in turn gave a good impression on how buildings work in Hong Kong. This, 
with the knowledge I picked up on 3ds Max through many years of use gave 
me an advantage in design and modeling speed in this project. However, this 
didn't mean that there were setbacks as well. Working on one project for 
a whole year proved to be a strain. 3ds Max didn't help on this part, the 
program became slow and the viewports cluttered as the project advanced. 
Luckily everything worked out well in the end . The project is finished and I'm 
proud of it. 

I want to thank my supervisors, Bauke de Vries, Maarten Willems and 
Christian Rapp for their critical approach and their confidence. They helped 
me stay on track and pointed out important details which I otherwise would 
have missed. They also showed me that I still have a lot to learn in the field of 
architecture, but mainly they thought me to stay critical of my own creations. 
I also want to thank Joran Jessurun for his help with the scripts for Vizard. 
Without him, I would not have been able to pick up the scripting language 
and the workings of Vizard as fast as I did now. This knowledge, combined 
with the knowledge of 3ds Max will surely be helpful in my oncoming career. 

I hope you enjoy reading this thesis. 
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Summary 

Introduction 
From the beginning of the skyscraper era, the main reason to build them is 
to gain money and prestige. Through the years, skyscrapers became bigger 
due to advances in technology. The size of skyscrapers often gives birth to a 
number of issues. People get overwhelmed by them and feelings of isolation 
occur on higher floors. This happens mainly because it is impossible to see 
what happens on street level. These problems are enhanced by the lack of 
interaction inside the building and the streets dominated by cars and closed 
lifeless plinths the buildings have. 

Hong Kong is the most densely populated Gity in the world. According to the 
Hong Kong Census and Statistics department approximately 7.108.100 people 
live in an area of 1.104 km2. Due to the scarcity of land and the high number 
of people living in the city, Hong Kong is constantly being developed with 
large real estate projects. These huge residential projects show characteristics 
defining the problems with which many high-rise buildings cope. 
This scenario forms the basis for testing a CAVE system as a design tool. This 
giv.es the possibflity to walk through and around a project before it is built 
giving new insights 2d sketches and CAD-drawings do not give. Next to this, 
ideas are developed to address the issues of the skyscraper typology 

Methodology 
The CAVE works with the program Vizard. It is not possible to model with 
this program. Therefore 3ds Max was used as the modeling program. To be 
able to view the models from 3ds Max in Vizard, an exporting and importing 
plug-in were programmed. This reduced the conversion sequence to a simple 
push ofa button. 
To record the results, A backup of the model was made every half an hour. To 
document the progress, a datasheet was created from these backups. With 
this data sheet it is possible to see which kind of design decisions were made 
in different phases as well as where the CAVE clearly showed an impact on 
the design. 

Results and Conclusion 
The design process resulted in a multi -use skyscraper in the Tai Kok Tsui 
neighborhood in Hong Kong. The design reacts to the problems mentioned 
above by introducing a smaller scale into the building, achieved by assembling 
the building out of smaller building blocks. This way social plazas are cr:eated 
between the building blocks. Users of the building use these plazas along 
their way through the building creating opportunities for interaction . Each 
of the 5 blocks is specified for a unique target group from small children, to 
elderly and from starters to childless business families. Because of this, each 
block has different apartment typologies as well as a unique appearance 
of the collective sky lobbies. The base of the building contains shops and 
amenities creating a lively street view around the building. 

Working in a 3d environment proved to have b.oth positive and negative 
effects. First of all it helped track down errors in the design which would have 
been hard to notice working with 2d drawings. 
The CAVE also gave a much better insight in the working of spaces in the 
building. Here the CAVE caused several changes and additions in the design 
because it was possible to see the space as it would be in real life. Therefore 
it was rnuch easier to see when a design idea would or would not work. 
The CAVE gave the ins(ght to come up with solutions otherwise not or later 
thought of. 
Although the CAVE made decision making easier and quicker, the more objects 
the model contained the harder it was to work With and make changes. Th is 
cal.lsed the process to slow down again. In the end of the design process 
however, it could sti ll be concluded that this new design method was faster 
based on the size of the project and the length of the design process. 

It can be concluded that with the help of the CAVE it was possible to design a 
high-rise structure that is more fitting to a scale better comprehendible by its 
users. Although most ideas that cause this were developed on paper rather 
than in the CAVE. The CAVE did help in giving these ideas their final form, 
enhancing the initial ideas and being able to tweak small and big details into 
a harmonious whole. Working with the CAVE proved to be more efficient. 
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1. Introduction 

The main goal of this research is to test whether a CAVE can be used as a 
design tool in an architectural design assignment. A CAVE is a computer with 
mu'ltiple screens to simulate teal time virtual environments. By using multiple 
screens, the user has a .sense of being inside the virtual environment as it is 
projected all around him or her. This grves the possibi lity to walk through and 
around a project before it Is built giving new insights 2d sketches and CAD
drawings do not give. 

In order to fully exploit the benefits of the CAVE, an exceptionally big project 
is used. In a big project, it is easier to lose the sense of scale due to the large 
size. This is especially true for skyscrapers. Therefore the assignment used to 
test the CAVE as a design tool is that of a skyscraper. 
Skyscrapers are a relatively new building typology only existing 150 years. In 
its lifespan, the typology has much evolved due to advances in technology 
and business plans. Although these advances meant that skyscrapers could 
become increasingly bigger, it also brought with it a number of problems 
making skyscrapers less attractive as a type. 

High-rise buildings, especially the office type, are largely dominated by 
financial criteria or the will of businesses who build them to create an 
expression of their wealth and power. This is partly visi.ble in the race for 
the tallest building in the world which is going on for over a 100 years. This 
causes many high-rise buildings to be designed as autonomous objects and 
thus, the relation to their context is often lost. This is especially evident in tall 
buildings in a low-rise context such as the Tour Montparnasse in Paris. This is 
also the main reason for protests against high-rise buildings in low-rise cities 
such as Paris and London. The other type of office tower exists for financia l 
purposes rather than prestige. This office tower is often built as efficient 
as possible and this results in the American box-office type. Both types are 
rather autonomous objects. The plinth is often bare with only an entrance 
making the street rather lifeless and unpleasant. 
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This autonomy is also found inside the building as offices or apartments 
are located on higher levels, it is impossible to see what is happening in the 
street and the surroundings giving a feeling of isolation to the users of the 
building. Residents go out to work in the morning and return in the evening. 
The only time they see their neighbors is in the elevator which limits social 
tnteraction. Inhabitants also often complain about the lack of greenery in or 
near the building. 
Tall buildings are also notorious as energy consumers. Because of the deep 
floor plans of office buildings, lighting has become a necessity. Although 
these problems are recognized and advances in technology reduce the energy 
consumption . Ta ll buildings remain to consume a lot of energy. 
Although the skyscraper can be considered an American invention, in the 
last few years most of the new skyscrapers being built are located outside 
of America. Most of them in are built Arabic and Asian countries. However, 
apparently, most skyscrapers are still designed by Americans. This causes a 
globalization of the skyscraper. Although some attempts to put local ideas 
and culture into the design, most of them are taken too literal according to 
Wood . 
Research on tourism also conc ludes that high-rise development has a negative 
effect on tourism. This is especially the case within a cluster of tall buildings: 
people can feel overwhelmed and insignificant which can lead to stress 
which is the opposit e of leisure and the main goal for tourists. Residents are 
less prone to these effects because they have grown accustomed with the 
situation and deal with it more easily then tourists do. This effe.ct is of course 
more prominent within the cluster of high-rises then it is when viewing the 
skyline from a distance like for instance on the Peak in Hong Kong. 



Not everything about high-rise buildings is bad. They are very capable of 
doing what they are designed for, having a lot of floor space on a limited area 
of land. This is cost effective, especially when land values are high. There 
is a turn over point though, when the building costs per floor become so 
high that it isn't profitable anymore. Going up has another more sustainable 
advantage. It takes up less space and thus lowers urban sprawl, leaving more 
space for nature or parks. Locating more people in a smaller area also means 
people don't have to travel far and good transportation facilities can be more 
compact. Locating more people in a smaller area however also means the area 
is busier and more prone to congestion and so requires better transportation 
facilities than a larger low rise area with the same average floor space. 

These problems can also be found in the city of Hong Kong. Hong Kong is the 

most densely populated city in the world. According to the Hong Kong Census 
and Statistics department approximately 7.108.100 people live in an area of 
1.104 km2. The geography of the area prevents large areas to be developed 
meaning only a small portion of the total area of Hong Kong is actually built 
upon. Due to this scarcity of land and the high number of people living in 
the city, it is constantly being developed with large real estate projects with 
up to 10 towers on a common base. These huge residential projects show 
characteristics defining the problems with which many high-rise buildings 
cope. This scenario forms the basis of a skyscraper design assignment in 
Hong Kong which addresses the mentioned problems. 

If done properly, the CAVE will lend itself perfectly to address the problems 
of modern high-rise buildings mentioned above. In the CAVE it is possible 
to see a high-rise design from a human viewpoint. That way the building 
can be experienced as a user during the design phase. Looking through the 
user's eyes should give better sense of scale and insight in the cause of the 
problems and how to resolve them. This way, it should be possible to design 
a higher quality building in less time. Therefore the goal of the research is to 
develop a tool with which one can model directly into a cave and after that, 
design a high rise building with the new tool and addressing its problems. 
It is important to note that the focus of this research will be on the design 

method with the cave modeling tool. The focus will be on the following main 
question: 

Does the possibility to design, work and experience a high-rise in a real size, 
3dimensional environment using CAVE-technology give a better insight in 
the scale and space in the project over 2D techniques, resulting in a design 
humans can more easily relate to, is better thought off and is made faster? 

The following sub questions can be asked: 
• Does working in 3d prevent common mistakes in a design rather than 

having to resolve them? 
• Does working in 3d give solutions otherwise not or later thought of? 
• Does the 3d environment serve as a better medium of communication 

with the tutors? 
• Does working in 3d save time? 

A full literature study on CAVEs, skyscrapers and Hong Kong can be found in 
appendix 9.2 
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1.1 Relevance of the research 

Although CAVEs already have a widely established positive reputation in the 
building world, they are mostly used as presentation media or to validate 
the design at certain moments during the design process. There are some 
researches in which the CAVE is used as a design medium but only in limited 
stages in the design process, mainly because of the inaccuracy of the 
developed tools. No records have been found on a project in which the CAVE 
was used during all of the design stages. It requires a modeling tool that is 
able to model accurately. The research therefore is based on a new design 
method which is potentially faster and more accurate than more traditional 
methods. 

Besides the introduction of a new design method, the research 
addresses current problems with skyscrapers, providing new insights and 
recommendations for possible solutions and improvements, rethinking the 
skyscraper. 

1.2 Structure of the report 

The report starts with an explanation ofthe design assignment and the design 
method with the CAVE that is used. This is followed by a thorough explanation 
of the final design, explaining how, and for what reasons the design decisions 
are made. This way, the reader already knows the final product before hand 
and he or she sees the design evolve gradually towards this final product in 
the explanation of the design process. After this explanation, the process of 
the research is described from beginning to end, starting with the workings 
of the developed scripts used during the design process followed by a step 
by step explanation on the design process itself. Important decisions which 
are relevant for the research are highlighted to back up the conclusions at the 
end of the research and to be able to answer the research question. 
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2. Research Method 
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2.1 Requirements 

2.1.1 Location 

For the design assignment a location was sought that shows signs of the 
problems mentioned earlier. Therefore a number of cities were investigated. 
As a result of this investigation, Hong Kong was chosen as the building 
location. 
Hong Kong is the most densely populated city in the world. According to the 
Hong Kong Census and Statistics department approximately 7.108.100 people 
live in an area of 1.104 km2. The geography of the area prevents large areas 
to be developed meaning only a small portion of the total area of Hong Kong 
is actually built upon. Due to this scarcity of land and the high number of 
people living in the city, it is constantly being developed with large real estate 
projects with up to 10 towers en a common base. These huge residential 
projects show characteristics defining the problems With which many high
rise buildings cope and therefore this is an ideal project location. 

Within Hong Kong, a project site was found. The criteria for this site were 
that it had to be surrounded by residential mega complexes common in Hong 
Kong. Most of these residentia l complexes can be found in the newer parts 
of Hong Kong, namely Lantau Island, Upper Kowloon and the New Territories. 
Here there is available land still and therefore, more of these complexes can 
be built. A very suitable vacant lot was found in west Kowloon, in the district 
of Tai Kok Tsui. This location is also surrounded by several mega complexes 
and a shopping mall. Also, there are a primary and s-econdary school nearby 
as well as Nam Cheong Park. Public transport in the neighborhood is also 
good. There are bus stops across the street and a train station can be reached 
within 600 meters. The area is built on land recla imed from Victoria Harbor 
and is located west of the old Kowloon inner city area. It is separated from the 
inner city of Kowloon and Nam Cheong Park by the West Kowloon Highway. 



Source: maps.google.com 
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2.1.2 Set of Requirements 
To be able to address certain problems of high-rise buildings, a mixed-use 
program was preferred. To come up with a realistic set of requirements, several 
mixed-use buildings were analyzed on office space, number of apartments 
and when there were shops, retail space. Next to this, the building also has 
amenities common to residences in Hong kong including a clubhouse, a 
swimming pool and a gym. This resulted in the following requirements: 

Apartments: 290 units 
o 100 triple bedroom 
o 140 double bedroom 
o 44 single bedroom 
o 6 penthouses 
Offices: 20000 m2 
Retail: 2000 m2 

The number of parking spac-es has been calculated according to the Hong 
Kong parking standards. For offices, this means 1 car space per 150-200 m2. 
This means t here should be between 100 and 134 office parking spaces. 
Residential parking spaces can be calculated with the formula : Parking 
Requirements= GPS x Rl x R2. 
GPS is 1 car space per 6-9 flats, R1 is 2,5 for apartment sizes between 70 
and 99,9 m2 and R2. is 0,85 because there is a rail station within a 500 m 
rad ius. This results in a minimum of 69 parking spaces and a maximum of 103 
parking spaces. For retail spaces there should be 1 parking space per 200-300 
m2. There should be between 7 and 10 parking spaces for retail. 
In total, there should be a minimum of 174 and a maximum of 247 parking 
spaces. 
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2.2 Research Method 

The research requires the use of the CAVE as the design tool. The desk CAVE 
at the University of Technology in Eindhoven, a smaller version of a CAVE, 
works with the program Vizard. Vizard is a 3d viewing environment which is 
customizable with the help of the Python scripting language. It however is not 
set up for modeling tasks. Basic modeling tasks could be programmed with 
the Python script but this would not be enough for this project. Therefore a 
package was sought in which it was possible to model and view the model. 
However no package was found that supported the CAVE. Therefore it was 
decided to keep the modeling and viewing packages separate. This means 
that the viewing is done with Vizard in the CAVE and a separate computer 
with 3ds Max was used for modeling. 
To be able to quickly switch between Vizard and 3ds Max, the modeling 
was done on a laptop placed inside the CAVE as can be seen on the picture. 
Because 2 packages were used, it was necessary to export the model from 
3ds Max into a file format that Vizard could read. A special exporter plug in 
was downloaded from the Worldviz website which exports 3d models from 
3ds Max to the .IVE file format which is readable by Vizard. To speed up this 
exporting and importing process, it had to be automated. This was possible 
because both programs have a scripting language. By using these scripting 
languages, it was possible to reduce the exporting and importing sequence 
to a simple push of a button. How these scripts work exactly, can be read in 
chapter ... .... 

To be able to test this method with the CAVE, a backup was created every 30 
minutes during the time 3ds Max was active. With the help ofthese backups, 
a log sheet was created in which it was stated what had been done during 
these 30 minutes including whether a decision was made with the help of 
the CAVE. With this log it was possible to see when the CAVE came in handy. 
It was also possible to see what kinds of modifications were done during the 
process. By putting them in a graph, it can be seen what kind of modifications 
take place during certain moments during the process. 
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Before work could start on the design, a 3d model .of the environment was 
created. This was done to see how the building would fit in its environment. 
To be able to do this, first a map was created. This map was based on a base 
map found on the website of the government of Hong Kong. This map was in 
.jpg format and therefore it was not possible to convert it to a vector based 
format like .pdf or .dwg. Therefore the map was loaded in illustrator and 
traced with vector lines. The vector based map could then be loaded into 
Autocad and 3ds Max to make models out of it. The model includes streets, 
elevated streets and building shapes that represent the building's height and 
shape. After this, work on the design was started. 

• 
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3. The final design 
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3.1 Design challenges 

The goal of the design project was to rethink the way a high-rise building 
works. Th is meant various design challenges which are typically found in 
high-rise buildings had to be addressed in a new and innovative way. Aspects 
like environmental impact, city integration and socia l impact are becoming 
more and more important. This design project responds to these changes 
and integrates them with the specific design challenges offered by its location 
in Hong Kong. 
As opposed to other major cities, Hong Kong does not have much room 
for expansion. This is caused mainly by terrain issues and borders. Because 
available land is scarce in Hong Kong, the city is the most densely populated 
city on earth. This means that the majority of Hong Kong residents live in 
tall apartment buildings. This causes a different ·composition of households 
that live in apartment buildings as opposed to western cities resulting in a 
different variation of apartment typologies in the building. 
Another important design challenge is created by t he B(P)R. The Hong Kong 
Build ing (Planning) Regulations state that every room meant for living, 
preparing food, bathrooms and lavatories required natural ventilation and/or 
daylight entry. It is due to these regulations that apartment buildings in Hong 
Kong have a distinct shape. Although, these standards are not obligatory 
anymore nowadays, they are still widel·y applied as a standard for better 
quality homes. Thus these regulations could not just be ignored. The impact 
these regulations have on apartment bui ldings is an enlarged fac;ade area to 
floor area ratio. 
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3.2 Ideas on skyscrapers 

3.2.1 Looking back 

Ever since the first skyscraper was built, the main reason for erecting them 
was making money. This made them as efficient as possible for their time. 
However as technology advanced in lighting and ventilation, skyscrapers 
increased in size which was good at the time. Nowadays personal conditions 
of employees and residents are getting more important. View and natural 
lighting are more and more demanded. The earliest generations of skyscrapers 
couldn't rely on technology as much as the current skyscraper can, they had 
to rely on primitive yet effective methods to optimize conditions. Daylight had 
to enter as far as possible into the building and also natural venti lation had to 
be applied. This meant, the depth of the skyscrapers could not be too large or 
light courts would have to be integrated. Keeping these simple yet effective 
solutions in mind, together with the currently available technology, increased 
working and living conditions can be created while keeping environmental 
impact minimal. 

3.2.2 Social issues 

A normal daily routine in a high rise building usually consists of people 
entering the building, taking the elevat0r ancf going to the workspace in the 
morni'ng. In case of residential buildings, this works the other way around. 
During the evening this process ts reversed. This causes people to meet only 
in the elevators for a brief amount of time. There's a lack of social interactivity 
and often a cause for complaints. However, some people may prefer it this 
way, in a place like Hong Kong where everyone is forces to live in apartment 
buildings, this problem is more profound and a reason for Hong Kongers to 
spent most of their time outside their homes to 'socialize'. On the other hand, 
social isolation also occurs on higher floors of tall buildings where there is no 
view on the streets below, only in the distance. On these levels it is hard to 
see any activity going on in the city. 
to address these is·sues, there should be a possibility for people to interact 



within a building. By introducing collective spaces inside the building people 
will have a chance to meet each other. If this concept is combined with a 
balanced mix of functions within the tower, the tower will be busy during 
every part of the day and the different functions bene-fit from each other's 
presence. 

3.2.3 Context 

Most skyscrapers are autonomous buildings, designed to express the wealth 
of the company that built them or to make as much money as possible. 
This often results in a lack of relation to the context. This is effectively most 
notable in the lower floors, of most buildings as these relate directly to the 
streets around it. The plinth is often left bare and uninviting with only an 
entrance to the building. The tower rising above the plinth could create an 
overwhelming feeling especially with people not used to high-rise buildings. 
In order to better fit skyscrapers into their context, more awareness and 
interaction to surrounding buildings has to be created. The plinth should be 
inviting and open to the public making the streets more attractive and lively. 
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3.3 The Concept 

3.3.1 Concept of Partitioning 

In the project, social attractiveness plays an important role. The goal was 
to keep the building simple and understandable and not overwhelming, 
autonomous and standard. To achieve these goals, the building would 
logically have to be kept small. However, it still has to fit a program for a tall 
skyscraper and therefore, keeping the building small is not an option. To fit 
the program into the building and still manage to keep the building readable, 
several small buildings would have to be created to form a complex. This idea 
of partitioning is the basic concept of the building. By merging small buildings 
into one tower complex by means of stacking them on top of one another, 
it is possible to create a tall tower and still keep a notion of a smaller scale. 

3.3.2 Building Blocks 

As a result of the chosen concept of partitioning of the building, it consists 
of several individual buildings or building blocks. The tower itself is built up 
out of 5 of these blocks. These b.locks can be seen as separate functioning 
buildings with their own transport system. As a result a sky lobby is created 
at the base of each building block. It functions a.s the lobby for the building 
block and thus all users of the building block pass through it. This way, the 
lobby functions as a social meeting place on the way to the final destination 
within the tower. 
By keeping a mix of apartments and offices within the building block, these 
functions. have a positive effect on each other. By designing the sky lobbies as 
multistory atria, both the offices and apartments have a view on this interior 
collective space. This way the lobby functions as a plaza in a city. Due to the 
combination of functions with a different daily rhythm , the plaza is always in 
use. It thus works as a virtual exterior space. It keeps the distance between 
the floors and virtual ground level minimal reducing the social isolation 
created by living or working on higher floors in a skyscraper. Instead, it creates 
an attractive, lively view for office workers and inhabitants on their way out 
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and this way, enhances working condition and sparks creativity. 14 floors high 
atria however would be too high and wouldn't solve the problems for people 
living on the upper floors of a building block. For th is reason, the 14 floor tall 
building block is divided into 3 sections. The bottom and the top one always 
being an atrium and the middle one either be.ing additional office space or 
mechanical space combined with refuge floors. 

3.3.3 Three slabs design 

The individual building blocks of the tower are divided into 3 slabs. This is 
the result of the large fa~ade to floor surface ratio required for apartment 
buildings in Hong Kong. Due to the combination with offices it was unpractical 
to suggest a typical Hong Kong resi.dential floor plan for the tower. It would 
require. a hybrid tower with different floor plans for the office and residential 
parts. The design however had to be kept simple for reasons of understanding 
the concept behind it, thus more unity was preferred. By dividing the floor 
plan into slabs and leaving space between the slabs, the necessary fa~ade 
surface would also be created and the floor plan typology would work for 
both offices and apartments, increasing the functionality of the building. 
This way offices could easily be turned into apartments and vice versa based 
on demand. It also increases the number of much wanted 'corner offices' in 
Hong Kong. 
As a. result of the slabs design, light trenches are created along the height 
of the building. These light trenches provide the needed daylight entry and 
natural ventilation of the building and help lighten up even the inner parts 
of the building where the atria are located reducing the need for lighting 
systems. 



Small scale becomes large scale 
Buildings with different functions and targets group are stacked together to form the tower. This way. small 
buildings are combined in one large building creating a social pleasant and vibrant climate on the inside. 

Functions 
Offices and apartments are located on the same floor improving exchange efficiency of heat and cold as 
well as creating social interaction between these functions. 
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3.4 The Building 

3.4.1 The concept of the base 

The base of the building functions as the transition between tower and city, 
the connection to the context. For this reason and to be able to house all 
its functions it is significantly larger in size than the tower itself. It follows 
the lines created by the surrounding buildings in order to make it fit in its 
environment. By positioning the tower to the back of the base, the base 
cat:'! smoothen the transition from street to tower. This way, people are not 
confronted with a sheer wall 300 meters Into the sky directly at street level, 
thus reducing the overwhelming feeling. They are first confronted with a 
low 3 and 4 story tall base. By filing this base with public retail space and 
keeping it transparent, it helps to create a pleasant and inviting staying area 
in contrast to the closed concrete bases of the surrounding buildings. 
The base also houses amenities for the inhabitants of the building as well as a 
small number of apartments. These fortn a separate building block on top of 
the actual base smoothening the transition to the tower even further. To be 
able to reach the tower, a passage is cut out ofthe base dividing it into two 
separate blocks. This passage forms the entrance to all parts of the building. 
The base gradually rises away from this passage in a stepw.ise manne.r in 
order to present the tower at the back. The tower stands rotated on the base, 
This way, the base foHows the lines of the context and lot and the tower faces 
directly into Hoi Fai Road. 
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3.4.2 Appearance of the. building 

Hong Kong's vision is to become Asia's cosmopol itan city. Much like New 
York is for America and London for Europe. Key points in achieving this vision 
include strengthening its role as a global and regional financial and business 
centre and developing as a innovation and technology centre for southern 
Asia. Therefore they also want to provide good living qualities and enhance 
the townscape. 
Examples of buildings in Hong Kong that ca~ry this vision include the Hong 
Kong and Shanghai Bank Headquarters, the Bank of China tower, Internationa l 
Finance centre, International Commerce centre, and Summit and Highcliff. 
These towers formed the inspiration and basis of design for the project. 
In order to carry Hong Kong's vision a High Tech appearance similar to the 
buildings mentioned was a suitable choice. 

In tall buildings, the building structure plays a dominant role and it has to 
be considered from the start of the design process. Because of the building 
concept with sky lobbies and requirements of lighting and ventilation, an 
open structure was preferred. This together with the High Tech appearance 
resulted in a steel structure with diagonal braces. This way, it is unnecessary 
to create closed structural walls or a concrete core structure. 
The steel frame structure also helps segmenting the building into smaller 
pieces. By making the structure visible in the facade, an easy to understand 
rhythm is created. The structure is divided into 5 parts by fa~de riggers. 
These separate the building blocks. Each block is then separated into 3 parts 
representing the division within a building block. The core of each block is 
namely divided by a 2 storey lobby with a 4 storey atrium, then 4 stories of 
extra office space or utility rooms and then again a 4 storey atrium. Each 
of the 3 parts is then further divided into two parts where the offices and 
apartments are located. Because ofthe exposure ofthe structure, a high tech 
appearance is achieved. It also helps in understanding how the building works 
as none of the structure is hidden away in walls. This makes the building 
appear light and airy even though the structural members are large in size. 
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Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank Headquarters 
http:/ /picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/ 
MIE2Crzy8ncwUo7icZquXg 

Bank of China Tower 
http:/ /openbuild ings.com/build ings/bank
of-china-tower-hong-kong-profi le-254 7 

International Finance Centre 
http:/ /en .wiki pedia.org/wiki/File: H K_ 
lnternationai_Finance_Centre_200809.jpg 

International Commerce Centre 
http:/ /www.travelsfy.com/2011/ll/ritz
carlton-hotel-hong-kong/ 

the Summit and Highcliff 
http:/ /shafir.livejour nal.com/72888.html 
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Bird's eye view 

28 Source origtnal image: http://www.squarefoot.eom.hk/property/8676829 



North side of the building 

Source origina l image: maps.google.com 29 



3.4.3 Building Structure 

Because the structure is so important in high rise buildings, it had to be taken 
into account from the beginning of the project. The idea behind the structure 
is to use the 3 slabs of the design as structural elements. To keep views in the 
apartments and offices unobstructed, it was not preferred to have diagonals 
in these parts. This resulted in 6 structural braces in the north-south direction 
and several smaller braces in the east west direction. Outriggers could be 
applied on the lobby floors to connect all the structural elements and to 
make sure all the columns participate in the load bearing structure. This 
method didn't leave much room inside the building and members would stick 
through the atria. After calculating a 20 structure with the use ofthe program 
Scia Engineer, it was found that the building was very stiff in the north-south 
direction, but not stiff enough in the east-west direction. This meant that 
some of the internal members could be removed leaving more space inside 
the building and extra braces would have to be added in the other direction. 
This resulted in the construction principle shown on the right. The structure 
on the left is represented by the green lines, the structure on the right is 
represented by the red lines. 
Because of the asymmetrical shape of the tower, a full 3d analyses was 
required to accurately calculate translations. This 3d analyses was also 
performed with Sci a Engineer. The total load due to wind that had to be taken 
into account was 4.0 kN/m~2. The maximum amount of deflection at the top 
of the structure is 1/500 of the height. This results in a maximum deflection 
of 532 millimeters. The maximum deflection in the north-south direction is 
371,1 millimeters and the total deflection in the east-west direction is 561,9 
millimeters which is still slightly too large. However these calculations were 
done with hollow columns. lfthe columns were to be filled with concrete, the 
stiffness would be higher and the deflection would be less. 
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The dimensions of the used profiles are as follows: 

Columns: 1300 x 1300 x 180 mm 
Beams: 1000 x 1000 x 120 mm 
Large diagonals: 1000 x 1000 x 120 mm 
small diagonals: 600 x 600 x 120 mm 
All elements are made out of 5275 steel. 



Scale 1:50 Detail of beam connections 
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3.4.4 The Fac;ade 

Because of the daylight entry in the building, a transparent fac;ade was 
preferred. However, making a fac;ade completely out of glass with visible 
structural elements causes a building to look like an office building, which is 
only partially true for this building. A different kind of fac;ade would have to 
be designed for the residential part. Creating 2 different fac;ades on a building 
which forms one unity in all its other elements however seems like an out of 
place decision. Therefore a fac;ade type was developed that could both act as 
an office and as a residential fac;ade. A residential fac;ade is often recognized 
due to its composition of smaller elements such as windows, balconies etc. 
An office fac;ade is often much more generic with bigger elements. To be able 
to design a uniform fac;ade over the whole building, common elements of 
office and residential fac;ades were sought and found in parapets. By adding 
parapets on the fac;ade pieces that stick out in front of the construction 
on the north and south sides, these fac;ades look similar in design, yet by 
applying different materials, one gets a more office look and the other a 
residential look. This is achieved by adding a warm beige colored stone on the 
residential side and grey stones on the office side. In addition, the residential 
fac;ade has a smaller less uniform division. This is achieved by the addition of 
narrow openable windows, a feature common and necessary in Hong Kong's 
residential buildings, the division of the fac;ade in two halves and the addition 
of railings. The division in two halves represents the functions behind the 
fac;ade. Behind the part with the parapet and the railing, the living room is 
located. The other is a bedroom. 
The same fac;ade on the north side ofthe building is much more strait forward 
with no division other than the grey granite parapets. 
The east and west fac;ades form the transition. This is represented by vertical 
strips of stone on the residential parts and a clear glass fac;ade on the office 
part. The vertical strips represent inner walls meeting the fac;ade. Due to 
these strips, the residential look is maintained. Because the strips' locations 
are determined by the connection to inner walls, their positions change up 
the height of the tower because of the different apartments typologies in 
different building blocks. 
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The fac;ades in the light trenches are designed to let as much light as possible 
into the atria and offices in the building and thus are kept as transparent as 
possible. 
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3.4.5 Apartment typologies 

The building's l'ocation, Hong Kong demanded different apartment typologies 
in the building. The building therefore contains 108 triple bedroom 
apartments, 132 double bedroom apartments, 45 single bedroom apartments 
and 6 penthouse suites. The single bedroom apartments are located in the 
base of the building. The rest is located inside the tower divided over the 
bui lding blocks. There are 4 apartments per floor in the tower. They are 
located on the south and east sides of the building. These sides face the 
other apartment buildings in the area. The different typologies are divided 
over the building blocks. The first 3 building blocks contain 3 triple bedroom 
apartments and 1 double bedroom apartment per floor, the other 2 building 
blocks contain 4 double bedroom apartments per floor. Furthermore, the 
triple bedrooms are divided into 2 types, 72 with 2 master bedrooms and 
36 with 1 master bedrooms. This has been done to accommodate vertically 
extended nuclear families which are quite common in Hong Kong. These are 
families where parents, children and grandparents live in the same home. 
Due to the division of apartments over the different bu'ilding blocks, each 
building block gets a different kind of target group. Namely, parents with 
children and grandparents, parents with children and childless families. 

All of the apartments are laid out in a way which i.s typical in Hong Kong. This 
means one enters the apartment through the living I dining room . From this 
room, all other rooms are accessible. The kitchen is often c-ombined with a 
storage and lavatory and the master bedroom often has its own bathroom. 
The apartments on the south side in this building are also laid out to the 
same principles. The one on the east side is different as the other 3. This one 
always is a double bedroom apartment. 

Triple bedroom type 1 
The first type oftriple bedrooms are located in the lower two building blocks. 
These types are designed for families with grandparents and thus contain 
2 bigger bedrooms and 1 smaller bedroom. The master bedroom, kitchen 
and storage are reachable from the living room. The other 2 bedrooms and 
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the bathroom are reachable from a hallway leading from the living room. 
Because of the 2 bigger bedrooms in this type of apartment, there's only one 
bathroom. 

Triple bedroom type 2 
This apartment type is very similar to the first t riple bedroom type. The 
difference lies in the size of the rooms. Because there is only one big bedroom 
and 2 smaller bedrooms, the kitchen is transferred to the other side of the 
apartment. This leaves room for an extra bathroom for the master bedroom. 
This type is mainly meant for bigger families with children of all ages. 

Double bedroom type 1 
The first type of double bedrooms is the type located on the east side of every 
building block floor: It differs from the other apartments because it is mtJch 
more stretched out. Besides the kitchen with its storage, the other rooms, 
2 bedrooms and a bathroom, are reachable from a long hallway leading 
from the living room. The reason for having this apartment is so that smaller 
families can live on the lower floors as well without having to pay for an extra 
room. This way, the program requirements for the buildings are met as well. 

Double bedroom type 2 
The second double bedroom type is similar to the second triple bedroom 
type. By removing the extruded part of the building on the south side, the 
smaller bedrooms are merged into one slightly bigger bedroom. This type of 
apartment is located in the highest 2 building blocks and is meant for either 
childless families or small families with children. 

Single bedroom type 
The single bedroom type is located on top of the base. There are a total of 4 
rooms in this type, a living room, a bedroom, bathroom and storage room. 
This type is meant for younger people without children or elderly people. 



Triple bedroom type la Triple bedroom type lb 

Double bedroom type l 

Triple bedroom type2 Double bedroom type 2 Single bedroom type 

Floor plans scale 1:200, showing the different apartment types 35 



The penthouse type 
The penthouses, although all slightly different in plan due to structural 
elements, all have the same basic principles. Each of the apartments has 3 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms a large living room and kitchen with storage. In tota l 
there are 6 of these penthouses, all located in the top floors of the tower. The 
2 highest apartments are located underneath the angled roof of the top and 
thus have an angled ceiling as well. 
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3.4.6 Apartment design 

As said before, every room meant for living had to be located on the outside 
of the bui lding. This resu lted in light trenches. This also poses another design 
challenge as it shouldn't be possible for neighbors to look into each other's 
apartment. For this reason, bedrooms are located to the front and bathrooms 
and kitchens to the back of the light trench. These rooms are used less 
frequent and have higher window sills preventing looking straight into the 
opposing room. On the other hand, looking into a light trench gives a totally 
different experience as opposed to looking outside. This is best illustrated 
in the picture below. This picture shows a typical living room of one of the 
apartments. The window to the left looks into a light trench. The window to 
the right looks to the exterior. As a result, the view from window to the left 
gives the idea of a narrow street thus giving the illusion that the apartment 
isn't high from the ground. This helps preventing the feelings of social isolation 
on higher floors. The front facing window in the living room, however does 
look out over the city. Because of this, the view from this window, changes 
along the height of the building. On the lower levels, the streetscape is still 
visible and you can see things happening on the street below. On higher 
floors it's only possible to watch into the distance. Because it is impossible 
to see the ground on higher floors, people may get uncomfortable standing 
close to a window. For this reason, on lower floors the windows go all the 
way to the floor and there~s a railing placed in front of them. This way, the 
view is maximized and people can see as much of the streetscape as possible. 
With every building block up the height. The window sills rise 20 centimeters. 
This created a solid border and provides a safer feeling. The more profound 
the feeling can get, the higher the sills. This also causes the views from the 
living rooms to become increasingly more panoramic which fits the actual 
view on those heights. The changing heights of the window sills is reflected 
to the exterior of the building by the increasing height of the stone parapets. 
The ratio between glass and stone surface changes up the height causing the 
fat;ade to look more beige on the south or grey on the north side higher up 
the tower. 
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Source original image: http://www.cruiseguideinformation.com/hongkong-shore-excursions/ 39 



3.4. 7 Offices 

AU offices in the building are located on the north side of the tower. This way, 
no direct sunlight enters the offices and unwanted effects such as glare and 
low visibility on computer screens are prevented. By keeping the depth of 
the offices low and with the addition of the light trenches also present on 
the south side, the total daylight entry is still high. Due to the light trenches, 
the amount of far;ade is increased and thus, more offices are located on the 
outside of the building. This also increases the desirable corner offices. Offices 
located on a corner of a building that have an increased viewing angle. The 
offices look out over the northern part of the city. There's a harbor located 
directly north of the tower. Behind this, the view consists of more typical 
Hong Kong high-rise apartment buildings and the mountains of the New 
Territories. A typical floor in the tower boasts 372 square meters of office 
space. In addition there are 6 floors that boast an extra 152 square meters 
of office space located in the centre of the tower. This gives a total of 23232 
square meters of office space in the building. Because of the need of refuge 
floors in a tower of this size, on 3 floors, the offices are replaced by refuge 
rooms leaving a total of 22116 square meters of office space. 
To prevent inhabitants of the building to enter the offices unattended, the 
offices are closed off from the elevator lobbies by means of a glass wall. The 
offices can be entered from either the west or the east side although the 
main entrance is always the one on the east side. This is done because the 
elevators on this side of the building are the ones used to travel to individual 
floors in a building block. Near both of the entrances there's a toilet block and 
room for a pantry or secretary. 
Just like on the south side, the stone parapets on the northern side of the 
building increase in height per buHding block. The same reason applies here 
as for the southern far;ade. To increase comfortableness and to get a more 
panoramic view on the higher levels of the building. This way, the far;ade on 
the exterior is also more uniform. 
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3.4.8 Routing 

The routing in the tower is kept as simple as possible. People first enter the 
building thru the entrance in the base of the tower. The tower contains a 
total of 9 elevators of which 6 are for normal use, 2 are for supplies and there 
is one fire elevator. The elevators on the west side of the building which can 
be reached from the lobby by a door on the left, are high speed elevators 
and normally only stop in the sky lobbies. The elevators closest to the middle 
are low speed elevators. These stop on every floor within a building block. 
There is a set of low speed elevators for each building block. On a typical 
floor in a building block, when exiting the elevator, the apartments can be 
reached on the right and the offices on the left. Furthermore there are 2 
double staircases for safety purposes, these are located behind the left most 
and right most elevators. 
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3.4.9 Sky lobbies and atria 

Because there are 5 building block, there are 5 sky lobbies as well. All ofthem 
have a collective function and thus are not accessible for the general public. 
All of these sky lobbies have the same floor plan except for the first which is 
missing the 6 extensions on the north and south sides. This lobby is the hub 
between all of the amenities in the building and therefore doesn't need extra 
collective recreational areas. These have thus been left out to create a bigger 
entrance area for the tower. 

All of the lobbies and atria have a different theme based on the target group 
living in the accompanying building block. With 5 building blocks come 5 
different themes. These themes are expressed in a material found best fit 
with the target group but they are also in some way all used somewhere 
in the building other than the atria. The 5 themes are: glass, brown stone, 
plastic, metal and grey stone. All chosen for their expression and atmosphere 
they create. The glass creates a generic atmosphere being the most used 
material i,n the building, thus mimicking the theme of the entire building. 
This is done because of the hub function of the lowest atrium. It also has the 
broadest target group being families with children and grandparents. 
The second atrium has the brown stone themes. This material creates a 
nostalgicfeeling, resembling the main material used in most colonial buildings 
in Hong Kong. It creates a rustic atmosphere which fits well with its target 
group, elderly people. 
The third atrium is designed for children. It thus has a much more playful 
character which is expressed by creating rounded and colorful shapes. It 
gives a juvenile character to the atrium. The chosen material here is plastic 
because of its plastic properties. 
The fourth atrium is designed more towards older children, teens and 
young adolescents. Therefore this atrium's theme expresses a technological, 
touch and adventurous character. This fits well with teenagers as they start 
exploring. To express this theme, metal as the main material is chosen. 
The highest building block contains the most expensive apartments and due 
to this, it is home to wealthy people. The accompanying theme for this is thus 
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wealthy and business like. To express business and wealth, grey stone was 
found best. It gives a static and office like atmosphere. 

Although all the atria have a different theme, the design rules that apply in 
them are all the same. These rules apply to the four inner fa<;ades of the 
atrium. The north and east side are the same in all the atria. Behind these 
fa<;ades, the offices and elevators are located. The other 2 fa<;ades give the 
atria their theme. These 2 fa<;ades are different in treatment due to their 
nature. The south side contains walkways and the west side contains fixed 
floors. This difference in nature is expressed in the applied direction of the 
elements. For the walkways, the direction is horizontal. The south facing 
fa<;ade is thus treated with parapets and railings. The west side is treated 
with vertical elements resulting in a wall with holes. This wall always reaches 
all the way to the ground floor of the atrium while the parapets on the south 
side do not. 

Each building block is divided into 3 interior areas. This is done to limit the 
height of the atria and to create extra space for office space or mechanical 
rooms and safety rooms. This makes that each building block contains 1 sky 
lobby and 2 atria. The 2 atria of a building block are the same in theme. The 
bottom one is combined with the sky lobby creating a bigger space while the 
top one only contains the interior atrium without tlhe extended collective 
areas on the north and south sides. 
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Glass atrium 
The glass atrium is the first of the atrium . It gives direct access to the sports 
club/ roof gardens and the bridge leading to the west side of the base and the 
rest of the amenities. For it to be able to give access to the roof gardens/ a 
stairs is located in the atrium as well . 

The glass theme is expressed in the railing/ which is similar to the railing in 
the shopping mall and a glass curtain wall/ also similar to the wall separating 
the shopping mall with the amenities. This is combined with brown marble 
flooring also found in the shopping mall and accents of granite in the walls. 
As a whole/ this atrium thus only consists of elements borrowed from other 
parts of the building expressing the generic character of it. 
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Brown stone atrium 
The elements in the brown stone atrium are arranged in a way to form a typical 
colonial fa~ade with extruded vertical columns and parapets in between them. 
The walkways have· the same system although they don't feature the vertical 
columns leaving only the parapets. Due to the brown color of the stone, the 
atrium gets a warm feeling. This Ls further enhanced by the colonial garden 
theme of the sky lobby with its patches of grass laid down in a geometrical 
shape. Here elder people can sit down on one of the park benches to chat or 
read a newspaper. The four outer extensions of the sky lobby contain areas 
for playing games or watching television. The 2 extensions in the middle are 
open terraces where people can sit and enjoy the view. 
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Plastic atrium 
The concept in this atrium was to create a wall with rounded holes in it 
creating a playful look. Behind these holes, sitting areas are located where 
children can sit and play individually or in a group. To prevent children from 
climbing in these holes and falling, the holes are partially filled with railing 
with glass infill. Like the brown stone atrium, the south side of this atrium 
also has parapets to keep the vertical nature of the walkways. 

The ground floor of this atrium is a combination of a winding path and grass 
patches for children to play on. The four outer extensions are also all meant 
for playing purposes containing sitting out areas designed in a similar fashion 
as the sitting areas behind the holes, a small football field and a multistory 
playground. 
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Metal atrium 
To create the industria l feeling in this atrium, the wall is covered in metal 
panels. To create a dynamic effect, the panels are all extruded in 10 em 
increments . The rule is that no panel is in line with its neighbors. The parapets 
apply to the same rule, consisting of segments equal in width with the panels 
on the west side. The panels and parapet segments are all perforated and 
filled with noise dampening materials to prevent strong echo effects caused 
by the use of metal. 

The four outer extensions of the sky lobby contain different function s 
including a bar, a sitting out area and gaming room. 
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Grey stone atrium 
The west side wall in this atrium is built up out of narrow 600 millimeter wide 
granite panels to resemble a static office fac;ade. To tone down the office 
feel of the wall) a brown marble floor together with a wooden platform and 
planters is added to create a warmer feeling. This together with the granite 
wall causes the overall atmosphere to be high end and classy. 

In this atrium, the four outer extensions and the central court are lounge 
areas where people can sit, relax and enjoy the view. There is also a bar with 
views over the city. 
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3.4.10 Appearance of the base 

The base contains several different functions including parking, shops and 
restaurants} amenities for the inhabitants and housing. The same principle 
applies here as in the tower. This means the functions have a shared entrance 
improving soclal interaction here as well. This shared entrance is formed by 
the lowest part of the base. This however is only true for the left part of the 
base because the right part solely contains retail space. This lowest p-art of 
the base forms a passage leading into the base. Ultimately it splits in a route 
further into the shopping mall part and a route towards the elevator lobby 
for the inhabitants of the base. 

Because one of the challenges of the design assignment was to create an 
inviting plinth for the building it is kept as transparent as possible. This 
way, people can see what happens inside the building. Due to the shops 
and restaurants in the base, the sight into the building is vibrant and thus 
attractive. 
The need for transparency in the fa~ade asked for a fa~ade made of glass. This 
was also a logical choice to make it fit with the tower because it also consists 
for the most part of glass. However most of the fac;ades of base structures in 
the neighborhood are closed concrete shells. Thus connection to the context 
was sought in other aspects including direction, height and composition of 
form. Bases containing shops is also uncommon in the area, however in the 
older parts of Kowloon on the other side of the West Kowloon Highway., shops 
are very common. Although these buildings are also made out of concrete, 
their typology is very different. These buildings don't have a base and are 
built very compact against each other. The ground floor most of the time 
contains shops and it is la id back f rom the middle part of the building. The 
top floors are often laid back as well creating an extruded middle part. To 
make a reference to this part of Kowloon, the desi_gn also has an extruded 
middle part. 
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The shopping malls 
The shops and restaurants are divided over the 2 parts of the base but their 
design is the same. Hong Kongers are fond of luxury and shopping. To attract 
people, the design should be luxurious but also warm and intimate. To create 
a pleasant shopping atmosphere and to keep in line with the high tech design 
of the building, a combination of warm co lors is used as well as references to 
the rest of the building. In all this resulted in large storefront windows framed 
in the same grey stone as used in the offices, a combination of neutral white 
and warm red plastered walls and multistory voids not only housing the 
escalators but also creating a visual link between the shopping mall and the 
amenities. In total, the shopping malls contain 2904,5 square meters of retai l 
space. 
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The base apartments 
The apartments in the base ofthe building are located on top of the left part 
of the shopping malls. There are a total of 45 single bedroom apartments 
here. The design forms a hybrid between the tower and the rest of the base. 
Although, like the rest of the bas.e, the apartments are rotated relative to the 
base, Their front facing fa~ade is rotated into the same direction as the tower. 
This together with the required light trenches also present, mimic the 3 slabs 
design concept and thus creating a horizontal extension of the tower. For the 
same reason as has been done in the tower, the apartments are framed. This 
creates clusters of either 3 or 6 stories keeping the whole clear and easily 
understandable by accentuating the edges of each stack of apartments. Like 
the apartments in the tower, these apartments are located around an atrium 
which forms a small collective space. 

Amenities 
Between the shops and the apartments there's a floor of amenities. This 
includes a fitness club1 a clubhouse and a swimming pool on top of the roof 
of the shopping mall. These amenities are available for the inhabitants only 
and thus can only be reached from the tower or the ap·artments on the base. 
Therefore, the lowest of the sky lobbies in the tower forms a gathering place 
from which the amenities can be reached. The fitness club can be reached 
directly from the lobby, the other amenities can be reached via a bridge to 
the left part of the base. 
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3.4.11 Parking 

Most of the parking places are located underground underneath the plaza 
in front of the building and underneath the base. There are a few parking 
s~aces above ground as well. In total there are 177 parking spaces below 
ground and 38 parking spaces on ground floor level. The total number of 
215 parking spaces lies between the minimum of 174 and a maximum of 24 7 
parking spaces. 
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The basis of the design method with the CAVE consis.ts of 2 programs, 3ds 
Max for 3d modeling the building and Vizard for viewing the building in the 
CAVE. To view a 3d model with Vizard however, it is needed to export the 
3d model to the .IVE or .OSG file format. An exporter for 3ds Max can be 
downloaded on the Vizard website. It however takes a lot of time to export 
a file from 3ds Max and restart Vizard whenever a change is made. Luckily, 
both 3ds Max and Vizard have the ability to be customized using scripts. 
Thus a script was written for both programs. Together, these scripts reduce 
the export and import sequence to a single push of a button, leaving more 
uninterrupted time for designing and modeling. In addition, a backup system 
had to be made to generate backups every half an hour. These are necessary 
for the research as well as providing a backup in case of a crash and d.ata got 
lost. This way, the maximum amount of data lost is reduced to half an hour: 
This backup system is implemented in the 3ds Max script. A step by step 
explanation for both the 3ds Max export script and Vizard import script is 
given below. 

4.1 3ds Max exporter script. 

The task of the 3ds Max exporter script is to export the scene with just the 
click of a button. This greatly reduces the time and effort needed to export a 
file. In addition to thi's, a backup system is also integrated into the script. This 
backup system saves a new copy of the scene every half an hour. The script 
automatically arranges the files by date and time to keep the data clear: It 
does this by creating a new folder for every scene based on the name of the 
Max file. After this, a system of folders is created to keep the files separated 
by date. The actual backup files are named according to the saving time. 
The whole script is written in the Maxscrlpt language, an easy to understand 
scripting language for3ds Max. To be able to comprehend the inner workings 
of the script, here follows a step by step explanation. 

The script consists of two separate parts, the export part and the backup 
part. The export part consists of 3 functions and requires a small text file 
named 'pvmexported. ini' to work. This file is retrieved in the first Hhe of the 
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code. The fi le is used to store the export path of every file. Without it, the 
path would have to be specified each time an export is done. Or else all files 
would have to be exported to the same directory because the script loses its 
memory as soon as it is closed. The actual script is triggered by pressing a 
button. The pvmexport rollout is created at line 41. It contains two buttons 
each triggering a different function. The export button triggers the exportiVE 
function at line 23. This function first triggers the enterpath function at line 
3 in order to check whether the filename of the scene is in the 1pvmexporter. 
ini' text fi le. If it is, it prompts you to enter a new fi le path. If it is, it retrieves 
the fi le path which is stored with the filename which can then be used to 
export the file to. This is again done back in the exportiVE function. At line 
26, the exportiVE functions then checks for a layer called 1hidden' in the 
scene and hide it if it exists. This layer is used for objects which are needed in 
the scene but should not be exported. The scene can now be exported. This 
is done in line 31. 
For Vizard to be able to notice a file has been updated, a small text file is 
saved. The 'last modified date' of this 'exportdone.ini' has then been updated 
which is noticed by Vizard. Last, the 1hidden' layer is unhidden and work can 
be resumed. 

The other button, the 'Project Folder' button of the pvmexport rollout lets 
you change the file export path. What it does is basically delete the file name 
from the pvmexporter.lni fi le and runs the enterpath function explained 
above. The file name is deleted with the 'newpath' function on line 17. 



1 global giNIFile = (getDif #maxroot) + "scripts\startup\pvmexporter\pvmexporter.lni" 

2 
3 fn enterpath = 
4 ( 
5 if (hasiNISetting giNIFile "Configuration~ maxfllename = = raise ) then 
6 ( 
7 messagebox "please specify the projeot path'' 
8 global filepath = getSavePath captlon:"Select Project Folder" lnltlaiDtr:"C:\\" 
9 seUNISelting g iN IFile "Configuration" maxfilename (filepath + " \\'' ) 

10 ) 
11 if (hasiNISertlng giNIFile "Configura110n" maxfllena.me == true) then 
12 ( 
13 g lobal file path= getiNISetting giN I File "Contiguration" max filename 
14 ) 
15 

16 
17 tn newpath = 
18 ( 
19 deliNISetting giNIFile "Configuration" maxfilename 
20 enterpath() 
21 ) 

22 
23 fn exportlVE = 
24 ( 
25 enterpath () 
26 layer = LayerManager.getLayerFromName "htdden" 
27 if (layer != undefined) then 
28 ( 
29 layer.ishidden = true 
30 ) 
31 exportFIIe (filepath + getfllenameftle (ma.xfllename) +".iva") #noPrompt 
32 INistuff = openRle (filepath + ~exportdone.ini~) mode: "w" 
33 close INistuff 
34 messagebox "scene Is exported" IItie: tiExport'' 
35 if (layer != undefined) then 
36 ( 
37 layer.ishidden = false 
38 ) 
39 ) 

40 
41 rollout pvmexport "PvM OSG Exporte(' 
42 ( 
43 button export "Export OSG" width:140 
44 button filepath "Project Folder" width: 140 

45 
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The second part of the script is the backup part. It starts with a timer rollout. 
This rollout contains a timer created at line 70 which triggers a function 
every 1800000 milliseconds, or once half an hour. The timer rollout displays 
a number indicating the number of backups made. The timer triggers the 
'createbackup' function. This function gets the current time from the 
computer system. This returns an array from current year to current second. 
Next the function creates a directory with the date and fi lename as a name. It 
does this in the already existing backup folder in the 'my documents/3dsmax' 
directory. In line 65, the fi lename for the backup is created. This is basically: 
hour.minute.second.max. It is then saved in the previously created directory. 
With the backups it is possible to trace back which work was done when and 
it forms the basis of measu rement for th is research. 
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46 on export pressed do exporttVE() 
47 on lilepath pressed do newpath() 
48 
49 
50 tn createbackup = 

51 ( 

52 if (maxfitename != undefmed) then 
53 ( 
54 s = gerLocaiTtme () 
55 day = s[ 4] as string 
56 month = s [2] as string 
57 year = s[ 1] as string 
58 hour = s[S] as string 
59 minute= s[6] as string 
60 second = s[7] as string 
61 c = hour + " .''+ minute+"." + second 
62 date =day + "- "+month+"-" + year 
63 filename = " " + maxfilename as string 

64 makeOir ( "C:\Documents and Seulngs\Paul van Montfort\Mijn documernen\3dsMa"Design\autobacl<\afstudeerproject\\" + date + fi lename ) 
65 backup= (~C :\Documents and Settings\Paul van Montfort\Mijn documenten\3dsMaxDesign\autoback\afstudeerproject\\"+ date +filename+ "\\" + c + ".max") as string 
66 savemaxllle (backup) usenewfile: false 
67 ) 
68 

69 
70 rollo ut test "Test Timer" 
71 ( 
72 timer clock ''testCtook'' intervat: ·teooooo 
73 label test " 1" 

74 on clock tick do 
75 ( 
76 createbackup() 
77 val Up = (test.text as integer)+ 1 

78 test.text = val Up as string 
79 ) 
80 

81 
8.2 createD1alog test 
83 cui.RegisterDialogBar test 

84 
85 createDialog pvmexport 
86 cui.AegisterDlalogBar pvmexport 

87 
88 addAollout pvmexport rolledup: false 
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4.2 Vizard importer Script 

The Vizard importer script is the counterpart of the 3ds Max exporter script. 
Its task is to automatically notice a new file has been exported by 3ds Max 
and then load the new model. Because Vizard is based on the python scripting 
language, it is very easily customizable and it was possible to implement a lot 
of extra features that helped designing the building. Due to this, the final 
script became a lot longer than needed for the import function. The actual 
import script is just a fraction of the total script. It is displayed on the right. 

The script works by checking if the 'exportdone.ini' file is updated every 
second. The exportdone.ini file was refreshed by the max scrip each time a 
file was exported and thus the modified time changes whenever an export 
sequence was performed. 
First a scene, a model and testl need to be defined before the script is 
executed. The scene is the name of the file that has to be imported. The 
other 2 are defined by the script later on so they are set to 'None' for now. 
The definition that controls the import is called every second . This is done in 
the last line of code. The first thing the definition does is check the modified 
date of the .ini file and saves that time in 'test'. 'Test' is then compared to 
'testl'. On startup, testl was set to 'None' which means that in the beginning 
test is not the same as testl. The definition then sets testl to be the same as 
test and it checks if the model is already loaded. This way, the next time the 
defin,ition runs and the exportdone.ini file isn't updated, 'test' will still be the 
same as 'testl' causing nothing to happen. If the model isn't loaded yet, the 
script simply loads the model. If it already is loaded, the model is removed 
first and reloaded . 

The 3ds Max export script and the Vizard import script together form the basis 
ofthe design method ofthis project. They automate the process of exporting 
and importing and this way, significantly reduce the time needed compared 
to doing the same procedure manually. They are simple yet effective. 
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scene ' en~u• . IVE ' 
model ~ None 
testl None 

def checkmodel ( ) : 
global model 
global testl 

test= os . path . getmtime ( · ~~pOJ~done.~~ · ) 
if test - testl: 

pass 
else: 

testl = test 
if model == None: 

model = viz . add(scene ) 
else : 

model. r emove ( ) 
model = vi z . add(scene) 

vizact . ontimer (1 1 checkmodel) 



4.3 Additional functions in the Vizard script 

The script in Vizard was extended with much more functionality besides the 
import function. This was done to make the model more lifelike. Additional 
functions that were implemented include animated people, the ability to 
open doors, the ability to operate elevators and moving escalators. All these 
functions make. the model much more realistic. In order for these functi.ons 
to work, it was however necessary to take them into account while modeling 
in 3ds Max. Therefore a small library of m0dels including doors, elevator 
systems and escalators was made on which the script would work. These 
models were then used in the building model. To understand the working of 
the script, here follows a step by step explanation: 

In the first few lines of code, a lot of assets are defined that are used in the rest 
of the script. line 1 to 7 import a few additional functions preprogrammed in 
Vizard. They are used throughout the rest of the code and they are necessary 
for some of the functions to work. Line 9 sets the ant aliasing or the softness 
of the edges of the model being displayed. Next a skybox is added in line 11 
to 18. This is the horizon being displayed. This actually i.s a separate model of 
a box with textures applied. By linking it to the Main View, the view t he user 
has, it always appears in the same place relative to the main view. 
After this, some variables and lists are defined used later on in the code. 
The environment which is added is actually the surrounding city model and 
usquare is a building located in the distance but which was important to add 
to the model. 

In line 35, the first definition is presented. This is the same definition as the 
one already explained earlier, however the actual definition is much more 
comprehensive. In it, the 3 lists defined in lines 22 to 24 are filled with data. 
For all 3 list s, the script checks every object .in the model and compares all 
the names of the objects with some defined conditions. If the conditions are 
met, the object is put in the list. For modeln0denames, these are all door 
objects (ispivotdoor(name) is actually a separate function defined on line 
159). This is later used for the ability to open doors. In modelnodenames2, 
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escalator objects are added for working escalators and in modelnodenames3, 
elevators are added. 
In line 73, billboards are defined. These are objects that always face the 
view. Th is is used for simulating trees or people without the need of having 
c0mplex geometry. This way, a simple picture of a tree or pers0n can be used 
which then always faces the user. 



import viz 
import ds"'a l ker 
i mport vizinfo 
i mport vizact 
import os.path, time 
import vizdlg 
i mport viztask 

viz .setOption 1' 

sk.ybox = viz.add( ' i·vt,.·x . !Vf:: ') 
s k.ybox.disable Cviz .DEPTH WRITE I 
skybox.disable (viz . LIGHTING l 
skyboJ.< .disable (vi z . PICKING ) 
skybox.appearance (viz.TEXMIPMAP > 
viz. ~1ainView . setPosition ( l . S , 

.1 skybox . setPosition(viz . MainView.getPosition () 1 

viz.link (viz.MainView , skybox, mask = viz.LINK_POS) 

scene - ' •·-t v 
model ~ None 
modelnodenames l 
model nodenames2 1 ) 

modelnodenames3 I 
test } = None 
input ~ None 
environment = viz. a<;ld 1 ''' r ~~ ... 7. t 1: ') 
usqvare " viz..add ( ' "-?n l'.la: .. . l~<.' ) 
e nvironment.disable (v i z.PICKING\ 
usquare .disabLe (vi z.PICK I NGI 

c nvironme nt .drawOrder (l) 
usquare.drawOrder( ) 

de£ chGckmodel() : 
global model 
global modelnodenames 
global modelncdenames2 
global modelnodenames 3 
global testl 

test = os. path . getmtime 1 '-ex.,o,;• •ts•1 ni' I 
i f t est == t estl : 

else ~ 

pass 

t:.estl = t est 
if model -- None : 

model = viz.add (scene ) 
else : 

mode l . r e move () 
model= viz.add (scene ) 

modelnodenames = I 1 

for name i n model.getNodeNames l): 
if ispivotdoor (name) : 

node= model.getChild (name \ 
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From line 82 to line 95, a lighting rig is defined. By standard, the scene is 
illuminated by a headlight. This is a light always facing the direction of the 
view. This means, light always comes directly from the user. In this case, fixed 
light is preferred so the headlight is disabled. Instead, 3 new lights are added, 
each with a different .intensity and rotation. This is done to illuminate all parts 
of the scene. By giving them different int.ensities, shadow effects on surfaces 
in different orientations are simulated. One of the lights acts as a sun, being 
the brightest and facing downwards at an angle. The other 2 are used for 
simulating indirect lighting. 

After all this, the main window and dswalket are loaded. Dswalker is a script 
provided by the TU Eindhoven whi.ch provides a walking and collision system. 
The clipping planes and eye height are adjusted as well. In line 103, the script 
creates a variable when the CAVE is used. This is necessary because some 
functions work different in the CAVE as opposed to a normal screen. The first 
example of this comes directly afterwards in line 105. Because of the setup in 
the CAVE with the extra laptop, part of the screen projected on the table isn't 
needed and projection on this part would be considered annoying. Therefore 
a black rectangle is laid over this part of the screen. This only happens when 
the CAVE is used. To draw the rectangle, first the size of the screen has to be 
known. This is done in line 107. Next the rectangle is added with the correct 
color and scale. Next a crosshair is added. Th is is done to ease clicking on 
doors to open them. It marks the point where the click works. The crosshair 
is a simple image that is added to the center of the screen. Because the 
screen is variable in size} an extra function is added in line 115. This function 
recalculates the centre of the screen whenever it is resized. The function is 
called as soon as the window size changes. This is done in line 119. Next 
the onMouseDown function is defined. This function contains everything 
that has to be done when a mouse button is clicked. For this script, only the 
middle mouse button is defined and the only actions performed are opening 
and closing doors. Different kinds of doors exist in the model however, 
including pivot doors, sliding doors and elevator doors. These all have their 
own piece of code, but first the script has tq check which object is clicked 
and whether it is a door or not. The definition starts with 2 sequences. These 
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modelnode names l node l name 

modelnodenames2 = 11 
for name in modeLgeLNodeNames ( J : 

if name . stat"tswith( 1 --.:. .o• r' l or name . stacts~oll.th ( •it.J"'T•IHI~"uly 1 i or name . stactswith( ' .I!V"t ~uuenJ\1~·'} : 
node: model .getChild \ name) 
modelnodenames2[nodcj ~ name 

modelnodenames3 = I I 
for name in model,getNodeNames(l: 

if name.startsw it h ( '-J~IT'.. ~:~.r< '• and name.endswith ( ' -(;f.viE'I; 
node = model .getChi l d(name) 
modelnodenaines3[ nodej = name 

model. setPosition! U .. ,O J 

for i in model.getNodeNames() : 
if i.startswit h ( ' I• t' l and i.endswith r" •I" !.)""' : 

person = model.getChild(i) 
per son.billboard(viz.81 LLBOARD_YAXIS ) 

vizact.ontimer(l,checkmodel ) 

headLight ~ viz.MainView.getHeadLight ( ) 
headLight.di sable<l 

myLightl ~ viz.addLight() 
rnyLightl.setEllJler ( o, •I , II ) 
myLigh t l.intensity ll 

myLight2 = viz . addLight () 
myLight.2. setE:ul er ( • , • , • ) 
myLight2 . intens i ty ( t . I 

myLight3 = v i z.addLight () 
myLight3. set. Euler ( 1 1, , () ) 

myLight3. intensity II . > 1 

viz .go () 
dswall<er. go () 

viz.clip( l . :!, r• 
viz.eyeheight i - ~ 

indeskcave = ' l!':S!Ic·~--.·- ' in sys .modules 

if indeskcave: 
windo,.;2 v i z . Vi zWindow l ) 
w, h ~ v i z.Mainl</indow .getSize( viz. \vHJDOW_PIXELS ) 
blackrectangle ; viz.addTexQuadCviz.ORTHO. window2) 
blackrectangle.color( V, " , '1 ) 
blackrectangle . scalc( - • w, h, 0 ) 

crosshair: viz.addTexQuad(viz,ORTHO,textur e=viz.add l tos:ll.f • '' 
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are sequences of actions that have to be performed when clicking on sliding 
doors and will be explained later. The onMouseDown definition is triggered 
whenever a mouse button is clicked, However, only the middle mouse button 
actually triggers events. In line 124 it is checked whether the mouse button 
is the middle one. Next, the object which is clicked on is retrieved. Pick() 
refers to another definition which handles the picking. This is split into 
another definition because picking objects works differently in the CAVE and 
normal screens. The pick definition is defined on line 165 and what it does is 
return the object that is in the middle of the screen, the same position as the 
crosshair. The onMouseDown definition then checks if a valid object is clicked 
and in line 128, it checks if the picked object is in the modelnodenames list. 
This was the list which contains every door in the model. If this is the case, all 
conditions are met and the different events depending on the type of door 
can be triggered. 
For pivot doors., this means rotating the door around its ptvot point. When 
the name of the clicked object start-s with 'PivotDoor', it is checked whether 
the door is opened or closed i.e. whether the door's angle is 0 or 90 degrees. 
When the door is in a 0 degree angle, it rotates to 90 degrees and vice versa. 
The rotation is done in 1 second. 
Next are the sliding doors. The elevator door and the normal sliding door 
work the same. The difference is that for the elevator door, an elevator is 
brought to the door's floor. Sliding doors consist of 2 components that slide 
in opposite direction. These are 2 separate objects which means that on a 
click, only one halve of a sliding door is recognized by the script. To recognize 
the other halve as well, the two halves are grouped together in 3ds Max. 
This means that in Vizard, the first parent object of one sliding door element 
actually is this group. Thus, the children of this parent are the objects in the 
group, the 2 halves of the sliding door. The script works by getting the parent 
of the clicked sliding door halve and then getting all the children of this parent 
and apply an action sequence to them. This action sequence is one of the 2 
defined at the beginning of the definition. For the elevator door, this is seq2. 
The sequence first opens the door in 1 second, then waits 3 seconds and 
automatically closes the door again . The sequence of the normal sliding door 
is the same but it opens the doors further than the elevator doors. 
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For the elevator doors, the elevator cart has to move to the correct floor. 
Therefore, all the doors and the cart of one elevator shaft are grouped 
together as well. This means that the second parent of the elevator door is 
the group of all the doors and the cart. This parent is retrieved in line 140. 
To be able to move the elevator cart to the right floor, the position along the 
z axis of the door has to be known. This position is retrieved in line 141 and 
rounded off to a 1 decimal number. From line 145 onwards, the elevator cart 
is found and positioned to the same height aS the door that was clicked on. 

In line 159J the previously used ispivotdoor definition is defined. All it does is 
return a name of an object if its name starts with "Pivotdoor", "slidingdoor" 
or "elevatorslidingdoor" and ends with "-GEODE". These are all the door 
objects used in the onMouseDown definition. 



crosshair.scale( •.11 

def onwindolofs.i.~e(.e) : 
w, h = viz . Main 'h'indow , getSize ( viz . WINDOW_ PlXEL$ 
crosshair.setPositiontf ll . 'w, n. ·, • h, v 1 l 

viz. callback (viz . WINOOI'I_Sl2E_EVENT, o nWindowSize) 

def onMousenowrt(button): 
seq - vizact.sequencel(vizact.moveTo(posL 1 . , , .; , time= 11 l, vizact.wait:time, ), <vizact. move-lo(pos =l · '' · ·•1 , time Q )I) 
seq2., vizact.sequence (!vizact . moveTo!pos~ , . I. , time~ II ) , v.i. zact.wait.time \ . ) .1 (vizact..moveTolpos,.lll , 11 llf , time r \ 1) 
i f button == viz . MOUS£8U1' l'ON_MIDDLE ~ 

pic~edobject • pick ll 
if pickedob ject. valid: 

door • pickedobject.object 
if not door in !llOdelnodenames or not ispivotdooc (modelnodenames [(.lo.or J) : 

return 

i f modelnodenames fdooc J • starts1·1it h I ' 1 1 I)Od: ' 1 : 
if door . getE:uler () 1 

door , tunl'\ction( vizact.spinTo(euler 1•1 , 0 , •1, time = l 
else: 

door.run11ction( vizact . spl.nTo(euler lu,, (II , time 

i f modelnodenames I d oor J . startsW'it.h ( 'e I~ l~n~·1"c;.l: 1 1 : 
child = model .ge tChild (model nodenames rctoor ' I 
assembly = child.getParents ( ) 
elevatorassembly = assembly I I .getParents l ) 
pes child . getPosition ( v.iz . ABS_GLOBAL ) J - j __ 

pes round (pos, ) 
for d in assembly . get:Children •J : 

d.addAction (seq2l 
for name in elevatorassembly[ ul .getNodeNames(): 

if name . startswit.h( •, t • ~• 'l and name.end.swith ( · EQ~ ' l: 
e = model.get.Child (name ) 
e.setPosition (O. pos. 0! 

if modelnodenames tdoor I • startswith ( '- -•ll.', lCJ • 1: 
child = modeLgetCh.ild (modelnodenames (door 1 \ 

assemDly = child . getParents () 
assembly = assembl Y!' .getParents () 
for d in assembl y !• J .getChildrent) : 

for f in d . getChildren( J : 
f .addl'\ction (seq ) 

def 1$p1VOtdoor name) : 
return name.star-tswith (" PL• t ~ :• ) o r name .s tartswith l" l~du.:,~tllu ") or n ame.startswith l"e•t:V:.P,rs lUli"'•JdO "I andname . endswith ('' ot:OC .. ") 

viz.callback(viz.MOUSEDOWN_ EVENT, onMouseDown l 

def pick( ) : 
if indeskcave: 

return viz.MainWindow . pick(l. viz . WORLD. 1 , ,.c, , , I ) 

else : 
return viz . MainWindoW.p1ck (l. viz.WORLD, (Y.• . II 
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From line 171, the definitions for moving the elevators are defined. To be 
able to explain these definitions, the next definition has to be explained first 
because some elements used here, are defined in this next definition. 

The pickesc definition is used to check the surface the user is currently 
standing on. This is important for the escalators and elevators. This definition 
works by shooting a line from the user downwards. The first object the line 
intersects with is returned . To do this, the definition first checks the current 
position of the user in line 230. Next the coordinate 2 meters below the user 
is acquired (pos[O] is the x-coordinate, pos[1] is the z-coordinate and pos[2] 
is the y-coordinate). Then an intersection line can be shot from the user's 
coordinates to the coordinates 2 meters below the user. If the line intersects 
an object it is returned as 'i'. Now it can be checked if the object is a step of an 
escalator or an elevator cart. If the object is a step of an escalator (the name 
starts with 'esc01step' and ends with '-GEODE'), the user is automatically 
moved along the escalator. To do this, escalator the step belongs to, rotation 
of the escalator in the form of a quaternion rotation and the position of the 
user has to be known . These values are respectively retrieved in lines 236, 237 
and 238. The escalator the step belongs to has to be known to know whether 
the escalator goes up or down. Here again, all the escalator steps are grouped 
in 3ds Max. When the escalator goes up, the group is called 'escalatorup'. 
Otherwise it's called 'escalatordown'. Depending on the direction of the 
escalator, then a vector is created along which the user moves as long as he 
or she stands on one of the steps . This is done by multiplying speed {0,4 m 
per elapsed frame) with the quaternion rotation of the steps to get the right 
direction. A new position for the user can then be calculated and the user is 
set in this new position, first in the horizontal direction in lines 243 and 249 
and then in the vertical direction in lines 244 and 250. The pickesc definition 
is called every update which means the function works as long as the user 
either stands on a step or in an elevator cart. 

The next part of the definition is for the elevators. Here a dialog is created in 
which the user can fill in the floor to which he or she wants to go. This dialog 
must only show when the user is in the elevator so it is first checked if the 
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intersected object isn't an elevator cart. If this is true and there is a dialog, it 
is removed. If there is no dialog, nothing happens. 
lfthe user is in the elevator, the user's position is set to be 1,62 meters above 
the elevator cart on every update. This is done to make sure the user always 
moves at the same speed as the cart. Next the dialog is created in which 
the user has to fill in the floor number. The floor number is checked with 
the checkfloor definition on line 171. The checkfloor definition makes sure 
a valid number is entered. The number has to be a number between 0 and 
73. If the number is not in between these values, an error text is displayed. 
The same happens when text is entered in the dialog. This is checked on 
line 179. The dialog is not visible yet at this point, therefore the showdialog 
definition is called on line 183. This definition is called as soon as the user 
enters an elevator. First, the input dialog appears in which the user can enter 
a number. The number is checked with the previously mentioned checkfloor 
definition and when it is a valid number, the input is accepted and the 
showdialog definition can continue on line 188. The elevator type can now be 
checked. There are 2 types of elevators, slow and fast ones. For both types, 
the same sequence of actions is required. The only difference is the speed of 
the elevator. For slow elevators the speed is 1,5 m/s and for fast elevators it 
is 5 m/s. Because the ground floor is higher than the other floors, it doesn't 
fit in the sequence that every floor is 3,6 meters above the floor below it. 
Therefore a separate code was written for the ground floor. If the entered 
floor is 0, the elevator moves to its location 1,6 meters above ground. This is 
the height of the ground floor. For all other floors the position of the elevator 
can be calculated with the formula 3,6(floor + 1). Floor is the number entered 
in the dialog. The+ 1 is added to the function because the first floor is at 7,2 
meters above ground and not 3,6 meters due to the higher ground floor. 

Every time the elevator moves position, the time it takes to move from 
the current position to the desired position is calculated. This is done by 
extracting the z coordinate of the current position with the z coordinate of 
the desired position and dividing it by the elevator speed. Because this would 
yield a negative number when the elevator goes up, the resulting time is 
multiplied by -1 if the number is smaller than 0. This is done in line 211. 



4 

def checkflaor(data ) : 
try : 

floor = i nt {data . value l 
if f loor < 0 or f loor ' <: 

data.error = ' ( ll':'><.:.ll~ 1:-<>t'le<>:. n llntl ~~· 

return False 
else : 

return True 
except ValueError: 

data.er.:-or = •v ,, " 
return False 

def ahowd>alag(elevator , type): 
global input 
while True : 

yield i nput.show () 

if input. a ccepted: 
pos = e l evator.getPosition( ) 
floor ~ int( i nput.value l 
if type.startswith(' '<Ill 0"' '): 

if floor 

else: 

time= (pos ll - J. , 
elevator. addAc t ionlvi zact.moveTo (pos~ 

time = (po:s 1 I - 1, - <floor ))1, .!1 

. 6 , speed 

elevator.add.l\.ction (vi-z.:oct.moveTo(pos- J , ! · " ~ Cfloor .._ 1 )) , 

else : 
if floor 0: 

else : 

time= (pos , J - 1 , l /S 
elevat o r .addActioo (vi zact . moveTo( pos -11 , 1, • , 01 . speed 5)) 

time= (pos [ - ( ~ . 1 • (floor ))) 

, speed = . J J 

elevator .addAct ioo (vizac t . moveTo (pos • , ( 1 . ~ • ( floor~ 1 )) , _ , speed 5)) 

(vizact . moveTolpos~ • •. 

de.£ pLc.lc:asc 1 : 

if time < f. : 
time = t i me ' -1 

yield vizt:ask.. wait.Ti me(time + 1 ) 
p = eleva tor.get Parents () 
for name in p • .getNodeNames () : 

if name.startswith ( '. ·•· ~ tlr>lt1"·• 'I and name .endswith< ' -GE:JllE ' I: 

r. time 

d = model.getChildfname l 
pos2 = c;:l.get.Position (viz.ABS_GLOBAL I 
pos2 = r ound { pos-2 • , 
if po s2 == r ound(elevator . get?osi tio n () 1 , 1) : 

seq = vizact . sequence ( i vizac t . move To (pes ( . '\ , !1 , time 
J J) 

d.addAct.ion (seq ) 

I ), vizact . waitt.ime l ), 
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The reason why the time is ca lculated is to be able to open the elevator doors 
as soon as the elevator arrives at its destination. This is done from line 212 
onwards. line 212 tells the script to wait one second longer than it takes for 
the elevator to move to its new location. After this, it searches for the door 
on the floor the elevator stopped at. Because all the doors and the elevator 
cart belonging to a specific shaft are grouped together it is possible to search 
the doors in the parent object of the elevator cart. This resu lts in a list of all 
the doors belonging to one shaft. To get the right door to open, its position is 
compared to the position of the elevator cart. Both positions are rounded off 
to one decimal number to avoid errors. If the 2 positions are the same, the 
action sequence of the sliding door is applied to the right door. The elevator 
sequence ,is now complete. 

The last parts of the code from line 270 down are for convenience. The 
scrollup and scrolldown definitions set the position to 3,6 meters higher 
or lower when in flying mode .. This way, it is easy to scroll through floors 
and quickly go to the desired floor. To prevent scrolling underground, the 
scrolldown function only works when the resulting z coordinate position is 
above 0. 



global floor 
global elevinfo 
global input 
global modelnodenames3 
pos viz. Mai nView.getPosition() 
pos2 - l pos I , pos • l • . pos 1 I 1 

i = viz.1ntersect(pos, pos2) 
if i.valid: 

if i.name . start swith( ', •lster• ') and i. name.endswith (' UE !1~'1 : 
step= model.getChild(i . name l 
escalator = step.getParents() 
trans= viz.Transform.quat(step.getQuat(mode-viz .ABS_GLOBAL )) 
posstep = step.getPosition (viz .ABS_GLOB .Z>.J .. I 
for escname in esca lator {Q .getNodeNames 1) : 

if escna.me. star tswith ( '-' -a_9,.. rq ' 1 : 
dir = viz.Vector( ~ , l • trans viz.gctfranleElapsed(l 

e = i.object 

pos - viz.Vector(pos ) ~ dir 
viz.MainView.setPosition(pos) 
viz . MainView . set Position <, .posstep, 

if escname . startswith ( ' <~nc .. _os- .,-.t_,.n') : 
dir = viz.Vector ( •.~ , •, I • trans+ viz.getFrarneElapsed( ) 
pos = viz.Vector (posl + dir 
viz.MainView .setPosition \pos ) 
viz . Ma inView . setPosi tion '• , posstep, 

if not e in rnode l nodenames3 or not (mode 1 nodenames3 e . start swi th (''!!eva- :cCilr:
i£ i nput 1 = None : 

inpu t . remove (I 
input = None 

return 
if modelnodenames3 1e J ,startswith ( ' .~v • ! r•' ): 

type= modelnodenamesJtel 
e levator = model .getChild(modelnodenames3 )e 
pos = elevator.getPosition( l I• 
viz.MainView . setPosition t , pos, 
if input == None : 

and modelnodenarnes3 [e J .enaswith ( '- ::-t::nnr;• )): 

input = vizdlg. InputDialog(prompt 'hi I f loo: 
viz.link(viz . CenterCenter,input) 
viztask.schedule(showdialog (elevator, type) ) 
viz. MainView.setPosition( n , pos, ,l 

:. 011 """'' • q . ' ,length _. v , validate=checkfloor ) 

vizact.onupdate (l, pickesc) 

de.f sc:rollu.p 1 , ; 

pos - viz.MalnView.getPosition( ) 
viz.MainView.setPosition(pos t , pos , 11 • , pos . 

def sa.rolldolim 1) : 
pos = viz.MainV i ew .getPosit.ion (l 
if pos 

viz..MainView.setPosition (pos Jl , pos 1 I - ., pos , 

vizact.onwheelup(scrollupl 
vizact.onwheeldown(scrolldown) 
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From line 285 onwards, a list with floor heights is created that is used to 
display the current floor the user is located on. For every floor except the 
ground floor, t he floor number and the floor's height above ground is stored. 
In the heightchecker definition which is called on every update, the correct 
floor number to display in a little dialog is calculated . First the z coordinate 
of the position of the user must be known. Then it is checked whether the 
position is somewhere between ground floor and floor 80, which is 291,6 
meters above ground. If the position is below 0, the counter displays 0, if it 
is above 80, the counter displays "Flying high". For every value in between, 
the list created with the floorcounter definition is used. The z coordinate of 
the position of the user is compared to the stor:ed floor heights in the list. 
This is done until a floor height value is found that is larger than the value of 
the z coordinate of the posi·tion of the user. The floor number to which the 
floor height belongs is then displayed in the dialog. Due to the nature of the 
list, every floor has the floor height of the floor above it stored. This makes it 
possible to display the correct floor number while the script searches for the 
first documented floor height above the user. 
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f loor l evels 
floorheigh~ 1. t 

de£ £~ooraounter( ): 

for i in range (•. ) : 
f l ooclevels . append P . .< + i - flo-orheight ) 

floorcounter( } 

counter = vizi nfo .add (" \lllllii!J " I 

def be ightchacker(l : 
pos · viz.MainView.getPosition () 

floor ; int ((pos i1J 
if floor < i• : 

f l oor ;) 
elif floor > • : 

pass 

. ~ ) I floo.rheight ) 

for floor in range {len (f loor levels )) : 
if pos •. < floorlevels f floor l : 

counter . message (str <floor )) 
retu:cn 

counter.message t" FL J.r,.J l . .iql•") 

vizact.onupdat e (l , heightchec ker) 
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5. Design Process 

86 
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5.1 Stage 1, building shape 

5.1.1 The tower 

Unlike a smaller scale design assignment, a tower is often designed from the 
inside out starting with a basic floor plan for a room, copying it and designing 
a shell around it. This is cl~me because it is much more difficult to design a 
shell and later on fit everything in the building. (Form Follows Finance) This 
way, the. building is optimized. 
During the literature study phase, some design ideas were already developed 
including the Idea of segmenting the building. Therefore this idea is present 
in all the preliminary sketches with which this design phase started. By means 
of sketching, a few ideas were worked out which were then put into 3ds Max. 
Like stated before, the transferring into 3ds Max first started with designing a 
floor plan for the apartments. The first design to be transferred to 3ds Max was 
the 'slabs' design. Ah apartment layout was designed according to the 'slabs' 
concept, stacked together to form a basic. building shap.e. This is shown in the 
first picture to the right. After havi·ng designed and modeled the first concept, 
it was viewed in the CAVE and inspected from all angles. Looking how it stood 
within the dty from different angles and how Its height compared to other 
buildings. The building was found to stand in an awkward position as can be 
seen in the first picture. It stands too far to the left and creates an unbalanced 
composition with the built environment. To compensate for this, an extra 
slab was added as seen in the second picture. After viewing this model in the 
CAVE however, the width to depth ratio was found to be unpleasant and the 
building looked a bit too wide. One slab was removed again and the tower 
was moved to different positions to find an optimal location. The final location 
at this point can be seen in the third picture. Later it was moved again a few 
times for other design purposes, but never too far from the location in the 
third picture. 
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5.1.2 The base 

After being satis·fied with the tower's location, a base form had to be designed. 
This was mainly a trial and error procedure as no satisfying resu lt was 
produced by sketching. By trying differ-ent compos.itions and reviewing them 
with the CAVE, it was still possible to come up with a shape quite quickly. A 
known fact that had to be integrated was that the base had to be significantly 
larger than the tower footprint to be able to create er10ugh mass in front of 
the tower to ease. the transition to the tower. Therefore experiments were 
dene with different lower and wide shapes until a good basic shape was 
found. Due to the use of the CAVE, heights, directional .lines and views from 
different angles could be reviewed immediately. 4 steps that led to the final 
shape can be seen to the right. By starting off with a very crude shape and 
tweaking it bit by bit, the final design was gradually realized. 
By starting off with a basic L-shape, the basis was laid out. This however 
would not be enough mass to accommodate all functions and thus a new 
re.ctangular mass which was larger in su rface area was created. This way, a 
passage was formed towards the tower. At this stage it was closed to the back 
connecting all parts of the base together. It was a logical decision to open up 
the passage to the back. Behind the building is a primary schooL By creating 
a passage here, it is possible to directly reach the school behind the building. 
This can be seen in the second picture, At his point, the height of the left part 
was too low in comparison to the rest. To compensate this, a taller volume 
was created to partially bring back the L-shape. By placing it to the back of 
the lower volume, the building gets a distinct front side and back side with 
the front facing the rest of the neighborhood and the back facing the school 
and industrial area. The lower volume was still found to be too low and thus 
it was raised . This resulted in the final picture. 
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5.1.3 Different designs 

After working on the 'slabs' design for a while, another idea previously 
sketched had to be taken into account as well so it was transferred to 3ds Max 
and the CAVE as well. This was a rounded tower. However after designing a 
floor plan system for it that would work within the regulations of Heng Kong 
and putting it in the CAVE, the tower got too bulky just like the design with 
the 4 slabs shown earlier. The same problem occurred with another idea later 
developed as shown in the second to last picture. 
The second picture shows a variation to the 3 slabs design in the first picture. 
It included 2 building blocks with smaller apartments cablsing the fa~ade to 
lay back. However this principle returned in the final design. At this point, due 
to the visible construction elements, this design was found to be too messy. 
In the end it was decided to continue with the first design idea and work it 
out further. It was still the one which fitted the best in the context. 
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5.2 Stage 2: Building design 

5.2.1 Structure 

After the generic shape of the building was done, the process continued 
by turning the shape into a building. The first thing to do at this point was 
designing a builqing structure. This had to be done to prevent surprises later 
on in the design process. The idea was to turn the slabs into constructive 
elements. The slabs would be connected through the floor and extra riggers 
would be added in the gaps where the sky lobbies wi ll be added later on. 
After this basic structure was added, floors were added as well. 

5.2.2 Atria 

At his point, the idea of creating multistory atria was developed. At first 
by means of sketches of how this space would look and after that, it was 
implemented into the 3D model. The first problem that arose which could be 
seen directly due to the CAVE was that the structure previously designed for 
the building penetrated the atria obstructing much of the view. These were 
removed for this reason. The second problem which was found and was not 
visible in the 2D sketch was the height of the atria. By going up 14 floors they 
were very tall and rather unpleasant. The idea fo r which they were designed 
would be lost this way. At this point it was decided to divide the atrium into 
3 sections with floors in between. This way, the atria would be much lower 
and less massive and overwhelming. This decision was a direct result from 
working with the CAVE. By experiencing the space as it would be in real life, 
it was directly noticeable that it was too massive and had to be made more 
intimate to reach its goal. 

A·fter this point the vertical transportation services were added. This included 
elevators and staircases. Here, being able to walk through the bui lding helped 
with positioning the elevators. By trying different positions and orientations 
including in the atria on the north and south sides and on the east and west 
sides, what would work and what not could directly be seen. The number of 
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elevators and their position at this point was still not final, but it was decided 
to keep them on t he east and west sides of the atria. Later, the structure was 
,put through some preliminary calculations and it was found that the building 
had to be wider. Due to this, there was more room in the elevator areas and 
extra elevators were added. 

Toilet blocks also had to be created for the offices. The same procedure 
applied here as for the elevators. 2 boxes were created that represented the 
toilet blocks. These were then moved to different potential locations and 
with the CAVE it was checked whether the position was good or not. 
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5.2.3 Fa~ade design 

At the point where the interior of the building was completed to some 
extent, the design of the fa~ade started. The most importa·nt part in this was 
to design a fa~ade that both worked on the office and on the residential side. 
The first ideas for this came from references in Hong Kong. Different fa~ade 
types typical for Hong Kong were tried on the building as can be seen on the 
image to the right. The fa<;ade types tried included all glass, grey parapets 
and a yellowish stone fa~ade mimicking the typical residential buildings of 
Hong Kong. By U·Sing the CAVE and flying around the building, the fa<;ade 
could be examined immediate·ly and the different types could be compared. 
At this point; an all glass fac;ade looked the best on the building. The other 
types were found to look out of place. The all glass fac;ade looked too much 
like an office though but for now, it was left as it was because no better 
solution could be found. Much later in the process, parapets on the northern 
en southern fac;ade were added and the problem of the residential building 
that looks like an office building was solved. 
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5.2.4 Apartments on the base 

After the global design of the tower was done, 44single bedroom apartments 
still had to be allocated. There was no room for these apartments in the 
tower or it would become too tall. The other option was to locate them in 
the base. This was a plausible idea as these were single bedroom apartments 
which are the cheapest apartments in the building meant for younger people. 
By placing them on the base they are cheaper then when they w0uld have 
gotten a spot in the tower. This way, the base is made taller and this improves 
the function of transition because it becomes more gradual. 
For the design of these apartments, a concept was first sketched out on paper 
and then translated to 3ds Max in the form of a mass study. After approving 
the shape with the help of the CAVE, apartment layouts were designed to 
fit in the mass and the whole was further refined. Frames were added to 
the individual 'columns' of apartments to accentuate the edge~. and to more 
clearly define them. After this, different kinds of frame infill were tested as 
seen in the final image. Here again by using the CAVE, the different design 
ideas could be compared and a decision was made. 
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5.2.5 Fa~ade part 2 

The fa~ade of the base was one of the more difficult to design. Making it 
the same as the tower and the building would become too monotonous and 
making it differ;ent and it doesn't fit in with the buildihg. This was the case 
for the first design that was made. It had -a different color and a different 
composition and therefore it looked as if it wasn't actually part of the buildin.g. 
It needed more study on this part which was again done first by means of 
sketching. Unfortunately a satisfying result wasn't reached at this point .so 
it had to be addressed again later. It was due to the CAVE that this became 
Gbviot:Js immediately. 
After sketching ideas on the fa~ade of the tower, good results were achieved 
on this part. After taking a closer look on the appearance of the apartments 
on th.e base, the ~idea was found to bring the fa~ade of the tower closer to 
them . This was first tried by adding balconies on the tower with a frame 
around it just like the apartments on the base. This however didn't look good 
in the CAVE and a simpler solution had to be found. This was done by adding 
yellow parapets like the ones already present in the base. These immediately 
gave a more residential feeling to the fa~ade and it still fitted in with the rest 
of the building. 

A satisfactory result also still had to be found in the fa~ade pieces on the 
side of the apartments. By again looking to the typical Hong Kong fa~ade 
types, a new idea was found in making bay windows. These are typical c:>n 
residential building and they still consist mostly of glass. They thus make sure 
the building looks residential and that it transitions gradually into the office 
side. 
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5.2.6 Entrance of the base and shopping mall interior 

Up until now, the entrance of the left side of the base was located on the east 
side. Due to this, stairs had to be. cramped into a small space to connect the 
raised plaza underneath the tower to the ground floor and first floor of the 
base.lt was difficult to make the entrance area inviting this way. A new concept 
had to be created. This was found in the lowered part of the base which was 
already there. It could function as a combined entrance for shoppers and 
inhabitants. This meant the raised plaza no longer functions as entrance but 
the plaza in front of the stairs to the tower now has this function. This idea 
could then later on also be applied to the east part of the base. This however 
meant that more room had to be reserved for the entrance leaving less room 
for parking spots. It did mean that there now is room to add escalators. This 
again gave an opportunity to exploit the CAVE. The escalators are for vertical 
transport and thus create a hole in the floor making the area more spacious. 
With the CAVE it was possible to look at this space from different angles and 
it was found that it still felt cramped and it had to be loftier still to function 
as a good entrance. This led to the decision to make a perforation through 
the ceiling directly above the escalator. This creates a direct visual connection 
between the shopping mall and the amenities above it, contributing to the 
concept of social interaction. 
At this point, work <:>n the interior of the shopping mall was started as well 
as can be seen in the pictures. Only the first concept was worked out for 
now. Although the CAVE was used to view the progress, nothing was changed 
because of it . At a later stage, when work on the interior continued it was 
noticed that the interior lacked a pleasant intimate atmosphere. Due to all 
the grey tones it had an industrial feel to it. To make the atmosphere more 
intimate, warmer tones were introduced. This in combination with the 
existing grey tones created an interior that had both a business look and Is 
intimate. To see what addition worked best, different materials of wood and 
painted colors were tried ultimately resulting in the addition of red colored 
stucco walls. 
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5.2.7 Exterior ofthe lower part ofthe base 

Due to the new concept of the combined entrance in the base, the lowest 
part of the base would logically have a different appearance than the base 
itself. This together with the fact that the fa~ade wasn't satisfactory at this 
point resulted in another study with the CAVE. For this, examples were 
sought to serve as references. These references were found in the older parts 
of Kowloon. This resulted in the concept of having an extruded middle part 
which could serve as an overhan_g. It was tried to copy elements of the fa~de 
as well. To keep more in line with the style of the building, this resulted in 
the first concept. It however, looked too industrial and still didn't fit very well 
with the rest of the building. Second, the design was brol.lght closer to the old 
Kowloon typology by adding broad strips below and above the window. It still 
didn't fit in with the building very well. As a result, the fa~ade of the tower 
was studied again and an all glass variation to the first concept was applied. 
This fitted the building best and so this design was chosen as final. 
Other parts of the fa~ade of the base had to be looked at as well. The first 
part was at the parking garage. Applying the same fa~ade as the shops wasn1t 
logical. People would look into the parking garage from the outside and it 
also has to be ventilated. Elements that look closed but allow ventilation 
were required. This resulted in the idea was to apply fins. Different types 
of fins were tried including horizontal and vertical configurations, different 
spacing and thicknesses and different colors and materials. Metal fins were 
rejected because of their industrial look and finally they were replaced by 
wooden fins in a horizontal configuration placed in an aluminum framing that 
looks the same as the framing of the shops. 
The other part that had to be redesigned was the entrance to the base. It 
had to be different from the rest of the base yet similar enough to form a 
harmonious composition. This is achieved by creating an extension of the 
back of the base along the front in the form of a white stucco wall . To give 
extra direction towards the tower and to improve lighting conditions, small 
:square windows are added into the wall. A large overhang on the front part 
of this extension indicated the entrance to the shopping mall. This wall is 
mirrored on the other side of the plaza. 
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5.2.8 Other half of the base 

The eastern part of the base would be the same in appearance as the western 
part. Thus no designing on the exterior was necessary. The interior would 
also comply with the same design rules as the already finished west part. The 
difference was to be found in the internal division. Here, the large columns of 
the tower penetrated the space and provided extra challenges. At this point, 
the CAVE agarn proved to be a helpful tool. A good example of this is the 
placement of the escalators. At first, the escalators were placed the same 
way as the escalators in the eastern base part. On the 20 view, this seemed 
to be possible. Enough space would be left between the escalators and the 
columns of the tower for people to walk by them. After analyzing in the CAVE 
it was noticed that there was enough space to walk but it was very narrow 
due to the height to width ratio. It didn't look comfortable to walk t here. It 
was then decided to place the escalators in a different way to provide more 
room as show11 in the second picture. 
For the same reason, the storefronts were also relocated after viewing in 
the CAVE. The entrance area was really small which doesn't suit a shopping 
mall. To make it bigger, the storefront was rotated at the same angle as the 
angle between the tower and the base, but in the opposite direction. The 
difference can be seen in the third and fourth picture. By doing this, the path 
along the shops gets narrower to the bac~ creating a more natural flow to 
the back. 
The rest of the shopping mall designing included adding a staircase and 
elevator and more shops in the back and copying everything to all 3 floors. 
All this work was a matter of course and involved little input from the CAVE. It 
was only used to check whether everything lined up the way it should as this 
was sometimes hard to see in 3ds Max. 
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5.2.9 Adding the details to the tower 

In the tower, still a lot of small modeling tasks had to be done including 
filling up all the gaps left in the fac;:ade, replacing the boxes that represented 
elevator shafts by actual shafts and modeling the bridge between the tower 
and the base. There were still some last design tasks here as well. 
Big towers like these create a strong downdraft causing strong winds near 
the entrance. Therefore overhangs or extrusions are often used to prevent 
people from being blown of their feet. This tower also needed some kind of 
wind deflectors. By first sketching some ideas on paper, a satisfying result was 
reached by hanging canopies underneath the tower. To determine how these 
canopies would look, the CAVE was used. A global design with a metallic look 
was already conceived with the sketches, but to see how it worked out the 
CAVE was needed. This resulted in a minor but significant design change as 
can be seen in the pictures. It was found to look better if the canopies follow 
the lines of the tower. 
Next up was the entrance lobby. Here extra walls had to be added to form 
a barrier between the public sp·ace and the colilective space. Not everyone 
should be able to reach the elevators. To do this, l•arge closed walls were 
added with post boxes in them. The glass entrance to the elevators was 
positioned so that the structural braces would not be in the way. To prevent 
people from hitting their head, glass walls were also added in front of these 
braces on other floors. Openings were added in places where there were no 
obstructions. This however, caused quite narrow hallways were people have 
to wait for the elevator. At this point, no good solution was found for this 
problem. Later on, it was found that the braces were unnecessary and they 
were removed together with the glass walls. 
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5.2.10 The top of the tower 

The top of the tower was the last part oft he building that had to be designed 
at this stage. The top houses 6 penthouse suites, thus as a start, 3 floors 
were added to house 2 suites per floor. A glass fa~ade was then added to 
see how the top looked at this point. It was not very convincing. The top 
functions as the physical ending of the tower and thus should look like 
one. To find a fitting shape, mass elements were added and examined in 
the CAVE to see what would look right. At first, some variations were tried 
using setbacks. These setbacks were all located within the top floors making 
them not visible from the ground and you could only see them from some 
distance from the building. They were also out of proportion with the rest 
of the building. Setbacks thus were not an option for this building or they 
had to be implemented in a much earlier stage. Next to this other design 
elements were tried including Gornices and angled roofs . This last one proved 
to be a good solution to the tower. Unlike a straight cut off of the tower, an 
angled cut off automatically looks like more natural endirtg to the tower. Its 
impossible imagining something can be build on top of an angled roof. In the 
end, this idea was chosen as final and it was further worked out. 
The angled roof top in turn also provided a number of challenges. The most 
notable at this point was the design of the fac;ade. The tower consists of two 
distinct parts when it comes to the fac;ade treatment. The all glass fa~ades in 
between the diagonal braces in the sky lobby areas and the fac;ades of the 
building blocks themselves. The top of the tower actually is a third type due 
to its angled roof, but because it houses apartments, its functional typology 
is the same as those of the building blocks. It was thus chosen to use the 
fac;ade type of the building blocks on the top of the tower adding the yellow 
parapets here as well. The ending of the building is formed by wrapping the 
large structural columns around t he top of the building. The interior of the 
top was left open for now. It will be designed later on near the end of the 
detailing stage. 
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5.3 Stage 3: Detailing 

Before actual designing in th is stage could commence, the building had to 
be completely remodeled in a more accurate and detailed manner. Working 
on a more detailed level in 3d proved to be an excellent way to get better 
understanding in the inner workings of the building because it forced you to 
think of how everything would work on how it should connect together. It also 
gave better insight in the 3 dimensional connections of different elements 
normally barely thought of in 2D drawings. 

The remodeling first started with the construction and the attachment of 
floors. At this point it forced to think about these connections. For instance 
how to connect a floor slab to a square hollow beam measuring 1 x 1 meter. 
The idea was to add a secondary structure to connect the floors to. This 
secondary structure consists of u beams attached to the square beams of the 
primary structure. From these U beams it is possible to span profiled steel 
plates as a lost formwork for in situ concrete floors. At this moment it was 
found that some of the u beams would have to span a distance of 16,8 meters 
which is a very large distance. To minimize this distance, extra columns were 
added to bring the span down to 8,4 meters which is more reasonable. 

Next a system had to be conceived for the fa~ade. For ta ll buildings, several 
systems are commonly used. The system for this building would have to 
be as slender as p.ossib le to get maximum transparency and daylight entry. 
Therefore it was chosen to use the most common system: fa~ade panels. 
These are prefabricated panels that consist of an aluminum framing with 
glass or another material in it. These panels are hung from the floors. The 
panels slightly overlap to make them wind- and watertight. 
Different sizes and types of these panels would have to be used, but it the 
building was designed to use as few variations as possible. 

A system to cover the building structure for protection and isolation was 
also needed. For this, a system of white anodized aluminum panels is used. 
This together with the fa~ade paneling system caused a slight alteration of 
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the overall fa~ade. Instead of letting all the structural members stick out of 
the fa~ade, they now lay in line with the glass panels creating a smoother 
surface. This was mainly done to keep the Isolation material in one line. For 
the same reason, the fa~ade pieces oh the west side of each apartment were 
changed as well. Instead of having indents in the fa~ade, these are replaced 
by flat stone panels. This can be seen in the last two pictures. The gray granite 
elements are now replaced by flat travertine panels. Th is is mainly the result 
of a struggle. to get the detailing right. Due to this change, the fa~ade on these 
parts also fit better with the south facing fa~ade pieces. Due to this decision it 
was also decided to make the north and south fa~ades more similar. These are 
the same in shape but the south side has the travertine parapets. Therefore, 
the north side also got parapets. To keep the office look on this side it was 
chosen to make these parapets out of granite instead of travertine. 

Next, interior work could commence. Th is started with adding walls in the 
different kind of apartments which was a straight forward modeling job. The 
apartments were fitted with ceilings and flooring to make them look more 
finished at this point. An advantage of working in 30 and with the cave came 
in placing the staircases and elevators. A previously added floor beam ran 
straight through the staircase and elevator shafts making it impossible to add 
elevators and stairs. Therefore the one central floor beam was replaced by 2 
floor beams to the side. These beams now run in between the elevator shafts 
and they can be used as supports for the stairs. 
The rest of the interior work mainly consisted of covering all the bare 
structural elements. For this, the CAVE was a good tool to find spots that still 
had to be done as this was becoming increasingly difficult in 3ds Max. After 
adding the two lavatory blocks and filling in the openings dividing the offices 
from the rest~ the generic building block was done. 
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5.3.1 The second atrium 

After finishing the global building block it was possible to start on the interior 
design of the atria. The first atrium to be designed was actually the second 
one up the height of the tower. At this point, the first one could not yet be 
designed because it is slightly different in shape. The base and the tower 
entrance would have to be modeled first. 

The idea of this atrium was to design it in a colonial style. Therefore the basic 
concept was to add vertical strips of stone with horizontal bands between 
them. The floor of the lobby would then be themed as a colonial garden. 
The CAVE proved to be a great tool for designing these spaces. And many 
ideas could be examined in a quick manner. The CAVE especially helped in 
getting a better idea of the spatial qualities of the interior. This resulted in 
design decisions like the color of the parapets and the rejection of the arches 
above the top floor. With the CAVE it could directly be seen if something was 
going to work or not. The pictures on the right show the design process of 
this atriutn, starting with adding the vertical strips of stone and the addition 
of parapets. At this point, the result still looked a bit bare1 thus metal strips 
were added for detail. To add more color to the atrium, the material of the 
parapets was changed from white to brown stucco. To add to the colonial 
style, arches were added. These were then removed again because they 
didn't fit in with the rest of the design very well. In the end, the result of the 
final picture was achieved. The atrium at this point wasn't finished but it was 
decided to continue on another part of the building first. 
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5.3.2 Base of the tower 

A copy of the model of the second atrium was converted to the model for 
the base of the tower. This meant first, obsolete objects had to be removed, 
stripping down the atrium again. Other elements like floo rs cou ld be reused 
but they required some adjustments. The conversion could be done quickly 
because most of the requ ifed elements were already modeled. The process 
of conversion is illustrated with the 4 pictures to the right. First objects were 
deleted and converted. This mainly consisted of obsolete fac;ade panels and 
parts of floors not present in this part of the building. Ne·xt, the model was 
raised to incorporate the ground floor lobby and walls were added on the left 
and right side of the south facing side of the ground floor. Then the ground 
floor was added. Because this floor is higher than the other floors, the stairs 
had to be adjusted as well. Next the lobby could be made. This included 
adding the postboxes and a reception desk. At this point, the only new design 
dedsions to be made were the materials of the flooring. In the lobby which 
is shared by both inhabitants and office personnel, the flooring was chosen 
to be a dark marble. On the floor of the first atrium, there was a light marble 
added to give a warm feeling to it. 
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5.3.3 The east side of the base 

The next task was to remodel the east side of the lower base which contains 
the shopping mall. At first the columns and floors were added and after this 
the wall on the west side with the small windows. At first, this wall was made 
out of the same aluminum panels that cover the building structure but this 
made these walls very sterile and formal. To make them fit better with the 
shopping mall, the material was changed to white stucco which has a more 
friendly feel ing to it. To prevent damage to the stucco by trolleys, bikes or 
shopping carts, the bottom part of the wall is made out of concrete. 
After this was done, the rest of the fac;ade could be added starting with the 
parts of the upper floors. Here due to the detailing there has been done a 
slight redesigning. This is done to match the horizontal mullions of to the 
ones of the tower. This was not the case in the old model. After this the 
fac;ade pahels could be added to the ground floor including the connection 
of the grouhd floor fa<;ade and the extruded upper floor fac;ade. Design 
decisions at this point al l relate to the detailing and the connections between 
different materials. 
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5.3.4 Interior of the east side of the base 

After the completion of the exterior, the new interior cou ld be made. Also 
this part consisted mainly of remodeling already worked out ideas. Due to 
the detailing, some previously unseen problems had arisen. One of these 
problems was with the small square windows in the stucco wall near the 
entrance. These were higher than the ceiling. This was noticed When looking 
in the CAVE. l owering of these windows was not an option. This would 
cause problems on t he eXterior because the windows would reach under the 
concrete band. The windows would also preferably be kept square. Therefore, 
indents were made in the ceiling. 
Other problems that existed had to do with connections of interior walls to 
the fa~ade. The rule for these cases was to close the fac;ade at that point with 
a wall and connect the interior wall to it. 

One thing left to design was a more detailed version of the railing system. It 
was already decided that it would be a black metal framing with glass panels 
in between, but the exact shape and connection of the glass to the frame still 
had to be done. For this, working in 3d again helped. A global concept was 
worked out and with the help of the CAVE, dimensions could be checked. This 
way, the railing ·system could be designed fast and efficiently. After checking 
in the CAVE it was decided to chamfer the top and bottom of the vertical 
frames. This was done to make them less robust. 
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5.3.5 Western part of the base 

The western part of the base was modeled in the same way as the eastern 
part, starting with the columns and floors and the stucco wall on the east 
side. After this, work on the interior began adding walls and the grey granite 
walls in the shopping mall part. 

A different approach had to be used for the apartments in this part of the 
building. Previously, the structure of the apartments consisted of the same 
columns as used in the rest of the base. It would be more logical to use the 
apartment dividing walls as structural elements. Therefore, structural walls 
were created with openings on one end for the galleries as seen in the first 
picture to the right. These walls span the distance of 8,1 meter and test on 
both ends on the columns of the ground floor. Next, the non~load bearing 
walls were added followed by the fa~ade elements. This way, the apartment 
was modeled as a module that could be copied multiple times as seen in the 
last picture. The new structural system caused a slightly different look of the 
atrium in the middle of t he apartment duster and the hallways along the 
backside of the lower apartments. This change is that there are now portals 
visible in the atrium and hallways instead of just columns. 

After viewing the atrium in the CAVE, it was also decided to create a visual 
connection between the atrium and the amenities below by adding 2 
glass domes in the atrium . This was done to enhance the concept of social 
interactivity. At this point, except for the shopping mall in the eastern base, 
all functions have a connection with at least one other function. 
The last part that had to be modeled was the roof of the atrium. This roof 
was not designed yet in the previous model. It was decided to make a glass 
roof to let as much light as possible into the atrium. What wasn't decided 
was whether the roof should be aligned with the roof of the apartments in 
the back or the ones in the front. To prevent the creation of another hallway 
along the apartments at the back, it was decided eventually to align the roof 
to them. This resulted in the atrium as shown in the pictures on the next 
page. 
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5.3.6 The top 

The last part of the building that had to be modeled was the top. To do so, 
another part of the building was used as a base model. By removing and 
adjusting geometry it was converted to the top. This included removing floors 
and shortening the elevator shafts and staircases. The interior of the top W;;JS 

not yet designed before. Thus after finishing the exterior, the interior was 
made. The top ha.d to contain 6 apartments. To design these, first, sketches 
on paper were made of possible floor plans. This. resulted in 2 apartments per 
floor, one on the south side and one on the north side. The apartments would 
then be spread over two of the 3 slabs, leaving room for a small collective 
recreational area in the west slab. This posed a problem at this point because 
the collective space would be unreachable. To create a passage, one of the 
elevator shafts was removed. It is not necessary to let all elevators go all the 
way to the top because as floors pass by, the traffic declines. Therefore, the 
capacity of the system can be lower on higher floors. 

The previously sketched floor plans for the apartments could now be 
implemented in the model. A problem occurred due to the diagonal braces 
runni·ng through some of the floors of the apartments. It was almost 
impossible to take them into account while drawing the floor plans. Instead, 
the CAVE was used to find any conflicts and resolve them. 2 examples of 
these conflicts and their solution can be seen in the pictures to the right. 

The 2 highest apartments are located directly underneath one of the angled 
roofs. This creates an extra spacious living room as seen in the last picture. 
The glass far;ade seen on the left in this image would actually have to be 
designed like all far;ades on the sides of the apartments: per floor and with 
stone strips along them. This type would be inappropriate and out of place 
for such a room. Therefore it was decided to make an all glass far;ade. The 
far;ade faces the other half of the same apartment contain ing the b.edrooms 
and bathrooms and a utility room on the top most floor of the building. 
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5.3. 7 The atria 
The building contains 5 atria, all with a different style, One of them, the 
second, was already designed earlier but the other four still had to be done. 
It was found that the CAVE for this job was an especially helpful tool. The 
design process of the four remaining atria is described below. 

First atrium 
The first of the atria, unlike the other ones, functions as a hub between all 
the amenities and therefore is used by most people in the building. For this 
reason.) this atrium is designed i'n the style of the rest of the building instead 
of having its own identity. This means it has marble flooring with the same 
glass railings along the galleries as found in the shopping mall. This atrium 
also has a stairs in it. This stairs is used for reaching the roof of the base 
were a roof garden is located. Because the railing was already designed in a 
previous phase, the modeling of this atrium was done quickly. The only new 
element was the stairs. For placing this stairs, the CAVE was used to find the 
best location. In this case, this meant moving the stairs only a few decimeters 
to fi·nd a harmonious position within the atrium. The modeling process can 
be seen in the pictures to the right. 
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The third atrium 
For this atrium, the idea was to create an environment for younger children . 
This would be done by creating a plastic looking environment with rounded 
forms. For this, first sketches were made on paper. Later, the idea was 
converted to the 3D model resulting in the first image to the right. The design 
rule was to create a wall with holes in which children could sit and play. These 
holes were tilted at an angle. The same angle as to which the tower is rotated 
with respect to the base. When this design was viewed in the CAVE, it was 
noticed that due to the rotation, some strange holes were created. These 
were then removed. The design however had another flaw. Some of the 
holes were unpractical while others were dangerous because children can 
easily climb over the railing. Therefore it was decided to remove the rotation 
of the holes and add extra tall railing with glass to keep it transparent and to 
prevent children sticking their heads in between the bars of the railing. It was 
also decided to make the wall less thick as can be seen in the third picture 
as opposed to the first 2. This is done to make the wall less massive and to 
further prevent the ability to climb on them . 

Another part of the atrium were the cave was helpful was in the 4 spaces in 
every corner of the lobby. Here hangout areas are created, one as a playing 
field, one as a playground and 2 as hangouts for older children. For the 2 
hangouts, sitting areas were designed. The idea was to create intimate more 
private shelters. This is seen in the 4th picture by creating sitting holes. After 
trying different designs for these, no satisfying result was found. The big 
volumes created for these shelters didn't fit in the space very well and it was 
difficult to incorporate them with the x bracing in these spaces. Ultimately 
the shelter idea was abandoned and replaced with simple benches which 
fitted in much better. 
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The fourth atrium 
This atrium is designed towards older youth. Therefore the concept was to 
create a more industrial look. The concept was to create a wall with extruded 
facing of different widths. The rule is that no panel is in line with its adjacent 
panels. The other rule is that the hole in every panel is of a different height. 
Next, different materials were tried for these panels which led to the choice 
of metal panels. A problem that was found with the he'lp of the CAVE was 
that the concept made the wall look too busy. Therefore the holes in the 
panels were all made equal in size. This still had a more playful effect but it 
looked much calmer. 

Next the idea was to add to the industrial look by adding bamboo scaffolding 
common in Hong Kong as a railing system. This can be seen in the last picture. 
Later, diagonals were added to the scaffolding and the metal fencing was 
removed completely. 
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The fifth atrium 
The fifth atrium is designed with rich business people in mind. Therefore 
a more business loo·k together with a bit of romance was the concept. By 
sketching, the idea of creating triangular balconies was created. The hardest 
part in designing this atrium was choosing the materials of out of which the 
balconies would be made. Different colors and materials were tried in the 
CAVE including red stucco, t ravertine, river stone and granite. Even a whole 
new concept was tried to see whether that would work or not. In the end it 
was chosen to use only grey materials in the balconies to keep the business 
look. 

The design process started with adding the frames for the balconies, a 
reference to the frames of the apartments on the base. The frames were 
filled in with parapets. First a red color was tried but it did not give the desired 
business effect. After this, different materials were tried and analyzed with 
the CAVE but nothing seemed to create the desired effect. Therefore another 
concept was tried, similar in shape as the colonial atrium but w.ith different 
colors. This way it was researched whether simpler shapes with the same 
materials as already tr·ied gave the required effect. It worked better but it 
also gave the idea to try granite on the previous design with the triangu1ar 
balconies. This created more of a business look. To keep the aspects of 
romance in the design, planters were added which gave the whole atrium 
which at this point would become the fina·l design. 
The floor of the atrium was then further designed as an abstract garden with 
planters and a fountain. The fountain was later removed again because it did 
not fit in with the rest of the design. 
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5.3.8 Revision of the atria 

Up to this point, all of the atria lacked thoroughly worked out design ideas. 
This resulted in design decisions that did not fit in with the building. All the 
elements in the atria are just decoration without having any function. This 
was also visible in their design. An example of this is the fact that elements 
expected to be load oearing, like walls or columns, are now hanging in the air 
and do not touch the ground. 

To solve these problems with the atria, a common set of rules was made to 
apply to all the atria. This means that every atrium will have a theme, chosen 
with regards to the target group of the building block the atrium is located in. 
The target groups ordered from bottom to top are: 

1. Extended families: Parents with children and grandparents 
2. Elderly people 
3. Families With vounger children 
4. Families with teenage children 
5. Business families without children 

For the theme of the atria, a material was chosen that fits with the target 
group. The lowest atrium has a broad target group and it is a hub between the 
different amenities in the base. Therefore this atrium has the most diverse 
users. This resulted in a generic theme for this atrium. It is themed in t he 
style of the building itself. This means the main material used here is glass. 

The second atrium is designed with regards to elderly people. For this target 
group, a warm and calm atmosphere was preferred. Warm colors were used 
together with elements referring to Hong Kong's colonial history. The material 
best fit for this theme is brown colored stone like travertine. 

The main material in the third atrium is plastic. Due to its properties, plastic 
can be formed into any shape creating a playful atmosphere fit for children 
in this atrium. By creating rounded shapes instead of sharp edges, the 
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atmosphere is a·lso friendly and inviting for youngsters. 
The fourth atrium is designed in metal creating a tough and industrial look. 
This look fits well with teenagers because of its tough and adventurous 
character. 

The fifth atrium, designed for wealthy business people has a more business 
look. This is achieved by using gr.anite as the main material. Due to its grey 
color it has an office look. To make it friendlier and fit for a living environment, 
it is combined with planters and a wooden platform. This combination in turn 
creates a high wealth environment. 

After defining the materials for each atrium, a set of design rules was created. 
After thoroughly analyzing the south and west side of the atrium space it was 
found it could be divided into two distinct parts, a part with fixed floors and 
a part with galleries. The other two sides of the atrium were already given 
and do not need additional designing. Because the south west part can be 
divided into two sections, two design rules apply. It isn't a logical decision 
to hang walls on the part with the galleries. These are horizontal elements; 
the vertical wall elements previously hung here were out of place. Therefore 
these vertical elements are replaced by horizontal parapets. For the other 
part, with fixed floors, vertical elements can be applied. Thus the west side of 
every atrium is fitted with a wall element with openings similar to the ones 
previously designed. The difference is that these wall elements now reach all 
the way to the ground floor of the qtrium making these elements standing 
rather than floating elements. 
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5.4 Findings during the design process 

During the design process, not only the CAVE was used to view the model. 
Because the desk CAVE of the University of Technol'ogy of Eindhoven uses 
beamers, temperatures inside the room rise. To get a clear image on the 
screens the room also had to be dark or else it was hard to distinguish 
between slight color-variations. For these reasons, a normal computer was 
used to view the model as well. This in turn gave the opportunity to invest 
the differences between a normal computer screen and the 3D view the 
CAVE offers. 
The main difference between the 2 is that the normal computer screen shows 
much less of the model. It only shows the things you're looking at directly 
while the CAVE gives a much broader viewing angle also letting you see the 
model from the corner of your eyes. This gives much more depth and a sense 
of scale to the image. By looking on both types of screens, it was found that 
the CAVE is especially useful in interior spaces. For exterior viewing, the 
normal screen often provided sufficient information. This can be related to 
the relative scale of the part being worked on. The relative scale is the ratio 
between the parts being worked on as compared to the bigger picture. The 
smaller this relative scale is, the less depth the part has and the· less the CAVE 
is really needed. This concept appears to work on every scale level. 
A good example to illustrate this is appeared in the beginning of the design 
process. The scale of the tower compared to the neighborhood is big. While 
doing the massing study for the shape of the tower and base, the CAVE had 
more advantages over the normal e0mputer screen. The building shape 
could be viewed from different angles and due to the CAVE; it was possible 
to really see the bigger picture as a human being actually walking around in 
the neighborhood. 

Later, when work started on the fa~ade, especially on the 2 floors high fa~ade 
elements on the west sides of the apartments, the scale of the. elements is 
very small compared to the neighborhood, even to the whole tower. For this 
task, the flat computer screen proved to give sufficient information. 
Working on the interior of the building, most of the elements are relative big 
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in sca le compared to the whole interior space. Therefore, the flat computer 
screen was not sufficient in most cases, only when working on small deta.ils 
like the exact height of railing and the shape of the seats in the 'plastic' atrium. 
Last the flat screen also proved to be sufficient in the first stage of stage 3 of 
the design process, the detailing. This is the stage in which the details for the 
floor system and fa~ade system were designed. These details again are small 
compared to the whole structure. In addition most of these details aren't 
visible in the final design and thus, their exact design doesn't have a direct 
influence on the visible part of the design. 

When a computer screen was sufficient, the perspective viewport in 3ds 
Max could also be used to view the model. This was done in a few occasions 
giving the same results. However, 3ds Max is very slow compared to Vizard, 
especially on large complex scenes. Therefore Vizard was still the preferred 
viewing software in these cases. 

Another completely different find ing had to do with the design method itself. 
As the 3d model became more and more complex, it also became harder 
to work with. Not only due to insufficient computer power, a problem that 
can be avoided by working efficiently, but mainly due to visibility. This was 
also caused by the asymmetric design and the rotation of the base. The 
orthographic wireframe viewports of 3ds Max (top, left and front views) 
became scattered with line~ making it hard to distinguish between different 
objects. This slowed down the design process. Sometimes it different 
elements could be hidden to clear up the viewports but this was not always 
possible because those objects were needed for the alignment of other 
objects. This problem to some extends prevented working on small details in 
the later stages of the design. If this problem didn't occur~ it would have been 
possible to spend more time working on these smaller details and refine the 
design further. 

This problem also meant that the design process became increasingly slower 
towards the end and that it was less likely to try different ideas. 
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5.5 Graphical representation of the data 

The adjustments that have been done each half an hour, which can be found 
in appendix 1, have been categorized in 7 categories. No change, remove 
object, add object, change geometry, change material, add temporary 
object and move object. This helped with getting a graphical representation 
of the data. 2 graphs are displayed to the right . The first one shows all the 
adjustments and their frequency in time. The bottom graph also shows the 
frequency, but here it is done in percentages. Here the surface of each color 
represents the percentage with which the adjustment appears as opposed to 
the others. 

It can easily be seen that the most frequent type of adjustment is adding 
objects. Throughout the whole design process, objects have mainly been added 
to the scenes. This is also the most time consuming of the adjustments. The 
second most frequent adjustment in no change. This has happened because 
the computer was left running while doing other tasks like working out ideas 
in the .sketchbook. Next to this it can be seen that some adjustments are stage 
specific. The adjustment adding temporary objects, mainly concentrates in 
the beginning of the design process. After a while, all the shapes are known 
and no replacement geometry is needed anymore. In the beginning it was 
easy to test different shapes with basic replacement geometry. The other 
adjustment, changing materials, tends to be more frequent towards the end. 
This can easily be explained because no materials where added yet in the 
first stage and the first part of the second stage. Materials became especially 
important in the final stage, the detailing. Changing objects is mainly focused 
in the first and second design stage. In these stages, the tower was designed 
gl·obally. In the last stage, most of the building was thus already designed and 
geometry could just be added without changing it because the shape was 
already known. 

It is also clearly visible that in the beginning and towards the end, the 
frequency of adjustments is lower, less dense than in the middle. In the 
beginning, adjustments could be done quickly, because there was not that 
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much geometry yet and during the shape design, a lot of testing in the 
CAVE was done, viewing the building from different angles in the city. This 
consumed more time. Towards the end, adjustments became less frequent 
because the model became hard to work with due to computer power and 
the number of objects. 

The graph below shows the total frequency with which each adjustment 
appears. 
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6. Conclusions 

The question asked at the beginning of this research was: 

Does the possibility to design, work and experience a high-rise in a real size, 
3dimensional environment using CAVE-technology give a better insight in 
the scale and space in the project over 2D techniques, resulting in a design 
humans can more easily relate to, is better thought off and is made faster? 

The following sub questions were asked: 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Does working in 3d prevent common mistakes in a design rather than 
having to resolve them? 
D'oes working in 3d give solutions otherwise not or later thought of? 
Does the 3d environment serve as a better medium of communication 
with the tutors? 
Does working in 3d save time? 

The main question can be divided tnto several parts with a different answer. 
Therefore, the question will be broken up in parts and answered separately 
starting with the sub questions. 

On different occasions, design mistakes were found while walking through 
the model. These mistakes mostly consisted of misalignments or structural 
elements sticking through passages. Thus it can be concluded that working in 
a 3D environment doesn1t prevent mistakes. It even creates mistakes instead I 
although the5e mi~takes are on the modeling level rather than on the design 
level. By walkihg through the model however, mistakes were easily spotted 
and they could be addressed immediately. These mistakes would have been 
much more difficult to spot in traditional design methods. Especially the 
mistakes where diagonal braces ran through door openings and passages. 
The exact course of these diagonals would not have been drawn in normal 
2D drawings and the mistakes would not have been seen . Instead, for every 
occasion where a passage crosses a wall with a diagonal brace in it, a specia l 
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drawing would have to be created in order to determine its location. This 
would take more time. It can be concluded that although the CAVE didn't 
prevent mistakes, it did have a positive impact on the speed with which 
mistakes are found and resolved. 

For the next question there were instances where the CAVE directly caused 
the final design decision, but also caused the rejection of design ideas. This 
can be read in the previous chapter on the design process. A good example 
for this is the final shape of the base structure. Because no form could be 
conceived on paper, different shapes were tried and evaluated in the CAVE 
leading to the final design. This design looks quite odd on paper due to the 
angle at which the west most fa~ade is oriented, but it appears to work well 
in the CAVE and thus in the real life situation as well. 
Probably the most adjusted parts due to the CAVE are the atria. This started 
with the height. At first, being 14 floors high, with the CAVE it was noticed 
immediately that these were too high. This caused the reduction to 6 floors. 
This would normally go unnoticed until a section or a 3d model of the atrium 
is made, both tasks done later in the design process, The sketch of the atrium 
that was made didn't provide enough depth to notice the problem either. 
Next came the positioning of the elevators and the lavatory blocks. With the 
help of the CAVE, views on the construction in the atrium were found to look 
pleasing. These views were wanted to be preserved and thus, a position for 
the elevators and lavatories was sought that preserved these views. Without 
the CAVE, these views wouldn't have been noticed and the efevators could 
have blocked them in the final design. Later on in the design phase1 when the 
atria were themed, the CAVE again caused design decisions on this part. Due 
to the CAVE, the 'pasted on' nature of the added elements was discovered. 
This caused a complete rethinking of the concept for the interior ofthe atria. 

Another design decision that was made with the help of the CAVE was the 
addition of ml!ch needed colors in the shopping mall. The design of the 
shopping mall with granite frames with glass or white stucco walls in between 
them looked to bus.iness like, although it did fit the shopping mall. To make 
it more intimate and boast the shopping mall character, it was found that 



warm colors were needed here. With the help of the CAVE different colors 
and materials were tested quick and easy. 

It is hard to say whether these examples of design decisions were made 
completely due to the CAVE. What can be said about them is that they would 
have required extra resources to be made in a traditional design process. It 
cnuld be done by means of sections, sketches and models. All of these things 
would have been made eventyally but then the changes would come much 
later in the design process and it would be harder to make them. If all these 
design decisions were evaluated with models and drawings during their 
design phase, it would have taken much more time to make these decisions. 

The fact that the design could be seen as it is in 3D helped greatly during 
consul'ts with the tutors. Due to the exactness of the model as opposed to 
drawings, it contained much more information which made the design easier 
to explain and understand. Due to this exactness, the model also can't be 
interpreted in different ways preventing misunderstandings. and unwelcome 
surprises later on in the process. It also helped the tutors in noticing points 
for improvement more easily making the consults more efficient. The CAVE 
system thus did have a positive effect on the consultations and it is a better 
medium of communication. 

For the last of the sub questions, it was already found out that working with 
the CAVE speeds up complex decision making. However it is also seen that 
as progress advanced, modeling slowed down leaving more time between 
decisions. The decisions that were made however were much better grounded 
than what would have been possible in the same amount of time in a more 
traditional way. In the end of the design process, it had taken even longer 
than a normal design project but also a lot more was designed than normally 
possible. Despite of the slowing down caused by the modeling it is thus still 
faster than traditional methods. Also due to the quality of the decisions, not 
much redesigning had to be done. 

Concluding from these questions together with the analyses of the design 
process, the main question can be answered with yes. With the help of the 
CAVE it was possible to design a high-rise structure that is more fitting to 
a scale better comprehendible by its users. This is especially true on the 
inside. Although most ideas that cause this were developed on paper rather 
than in the CAVE. The CAVE did help in giving these ideas their final form, 
enhancing the initial ideas and being able to tweak small and big details 
into a harmonious whole. Although it took more time than a normal project 
to do it, the size of this project required more designing than average. This 
means, more design decisions were made in slightly more time and these 
decisions were better grounded. Working with the CAVE thus proved to be 
more efficient. 

In all, the CAVE had a positive effect on the desrgn process, not only for the 
process itself but for communication with tutors or clients as well. It is much 
easier to understand when everything can be seen as it is going to be in real 
life. Besides this, the CAVE al lows to work ml.lch faster than normal, speeding 
up the design process without loss of quality and giving better insights in the 
design. 
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6.1 Cbnclusiohs on the design 

The goal of the design was to address the problems of the skyscraper 
typology. This meant the feeling of social isolation should be diminished. The 
building should be less intimidating for tourists and be more open especially 
on ground level to make the streets around it more attractive for pedestrians. 
It should be more aware of its context. 

The building was design.ed with these problems in mind and concepts were 
devised to give solutions. The bui lding has been made more socially attractive 
with the introduction of the building blocks and thus the sky lobbies and 
atria. By introducing these build ing blocks, the overall size of the building is 
divided into smaller parts creating smaller groups and communities, as if one 
was to live in a medium sized building block. By keeping this size minimal, 
less fami lies and office workers live and work inside the block, making the 
block less massive and more intimate. The inner sky lobby provides users 
with a small plaza where they can meet each other. This is one of the 2 
ways social isolation is addressed. The other way lies in the shape of the 
apartments. Beca.use of the Jight trenches that were required by Hong Kong 
law; the apartments have 2 sides, the front side which looks out over the 
city, providing a common skyscraper view and the sides, which look out on 
other parts of the building. Th is second side gives the illusion of living in a 
street which isn't high off the ground due to the proximity ofthe neighboring 
apart ment also diminishing the feeling of social isolation. 

By creating ah open plinth with shops that are publically accessible, together 
with an open plaza in front of the tower should make it an attractive area. 
By placing the tower itself further to the back, attention is drawn away from 
it and focuses more on the base. Due to the division of the tower itself into 
building blocks, the tower becomes more comprehendible. This is further 
enhanced by the visible structural elements that divide the fa~ades within 
the building blocks. This also makes it less intimidating for tourists and the 
shopping audience making the plaza more attractive. 
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The base of the building is aligned with the neighbori.ng Hampton Place 
complex anq the tower itself is rotated towards the Hoi Fai Road. This way, the 
building is embedded into its context and creates a natural flow towards the 
park between Hampton Place and the Long Beach. Also the base has features 
referring to the older part of Kowloon. This, together with the transparent 
and public nature of the base makes the building fits well into the context. 

It can be concluded that all the problems mentioned are addressed in t he 
building. This was partia lly achieved with the help of the CAVE but also with 
concepts worked out on paper. It can thus be said that the building achieved 
its goal. 



7. Recommendations 

For this research, the design method was tested on an exceptionally large 
project, this made it difficult to compare to other projects. For a next 
experiment, it could be possible to apply the design method on a smaller 
project which involves a smaller amount of design decisions to be made. This 
way, it should be easier to compare it to similar projects by means of time 
and quality of the final design. To optimize the resu lts it could also be possible 
to have the same design assignment done by different parties, with the help 
of the CAVE and without. This way, the designs can be compared one on one. 
By doing a smaller assignment it would also be possible to go into much more 
detai l in designing, leaving the fina l results conceived better. 

Due to the software package chosen for this project, the design process 
became increasingly slower towards the end. This was caused by computer 
power, but mainly aJso due to the readability of the viewports in 3ds Max. 
The lines in the viewports became so dense that it was hard to distinguish 
the different objects. To prevent t his from happening again, a smaller project 
could help, but a better solution would be to consider different software 
packages. Recommendations on this matter go to software packages especially 
designed for building modeling, like Revit or ArchiCad. Unfortunately, an 
exporting plug in for Vizard doesn't exist for these packages, only for 3ds Max. 
Thus another viewer has to be used that supports files that can be exported 
from these packages or a new exporter has to be written. This however gives 
the opportunity to eliminate the exporting process and use a package that 
supports multiple 3d viewports to use in the CAVE or use a direct viewing 
plug in for the package. 
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9. Appendixes 

9.1 Data sheets 

The datasheets show the adjustments that have been done every half 
an hour in which work on the model has been done. If there was a clear 
influence of the CAVE present in the adjustment, the adjustment is flagged 
with 'cave came in handy'. The last column shows the type of adjustment the 
adjustment has been added to. These were useq for the graphs in paragraph 
5. 5. It is possible more than one type of adjustment appears in 1 half an hour. 
In this case, there are 2 numbers present. The adjustments are: 

1. No change 
2. Delete objects 
3. Add objects 
4. Change objects 
5. Change materials 
6. Add temporary objects 
7. Move objects 
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1 5 UIOC addH•b•teUftiClutt41'!drnovecit~crtorto«~.H 

10 

19 

lD 

ll 

21 

1! 

l• 

15 

16 

11,15 .cid«< • (o·t• s1tU<1ur•arod a dlttotrtr!1 b•1c Oe~sn 

111-"5 t~.~nkn te.f~ tM b~se tt'ld •dlkd •n tl'ltfif'l« scalts-

12;1~ 'urtMf •efft!.,d the bas~ 
fl;A5 furtfl,c! •ti!N:d b .til' 

t Y-1$ ,,,.t~ t t-lltttd ~J.c 

13~5 l"!''aclf"~t<~!U.rnrtJ·wl'l~c 

l~;l~ ¥~0flr.e:d ~i:,MW"6ltJrniVII<t 

1S;46 no cttarttl 

l &:J '"-odl•t~sn· 

l' 1t~t·l012 10~'5 •dclcd•m»\~m~det'Of.ancw-.l\At~ll"'f 

18 11;2) l'lf<Je tt\fn.tW .olltf!'.totiV• 

19 11 ''' no d!.&f'\&ti. 
12:25 no ch•nat' 
U;SSno(t!~U 

tl~.s mii;CI•d\e.tOVi.,,ed 

3S 6-1·l0l2_ 10;03 it.-f\t<l ftfl/1f1'!1 (,Ojlt<tl'ttltUtttor. tt~l"itd. a.IU!trMnU b'f t)(trUdl~!tltom ~IWttcU;B.m 

3& 10:33 lddil•l ot.urtgera.W tne cort 111<1Dt 

J) .. 
39 

"' ., 
" •• .. ., 
(6 

41 

48 

•• 
$0 

>l 

" 53 ... , 
... ., 
58 

150 

11.!61 no chaC~eH 

11:31 copl~.:t tht 12: noor·WUQ\oft"Jndp!ectd h Ofllo~ 

12m fetnOWd fnrtf'tor b,n~..s ot ~die ~b .,d di<Aded hollow co roe in lt~"ifU 

12~3l Htntd tt:a~llnt'lt t a' ' par.t ot toW~r 

U:Ol foi.IJ\d sal~ tHuft by ma~nt• l bedtoom • p.nmet'l! 

ll!ll .tdded !'Mte bf.U.l rn tl'lt-coi~!Wo'atN 

1.-.:0J .tdded lt!hH~r w.e!kw_t'f1 to'""' the. ·~nmefltl 

16-:o'l po~tloneo 'I'WOtted oUt <Mif(l'l on top ot the..biS'e 

1·2·1011 1:5,.7 ilhtl &II ~c~ .tuO, startt:d 90t.l'Jo""'l:¥ff,k a! lfanloC)On 

16t17 tfla.detht- tt t lti tl'l0f1et and ulcutaltd otfke $paCt 

8·2~201 2 10".31 posltlo.ne;d eknton tn holt~ <Ofe 

ll<PI 110 dtan(e-1 

ll:J'i fffiiO\Itd l t !t \lol.lO(l Md PG'tt$oMd 1ht!'" on the tfU aM ¥/1'$1 J/de 

ll-!Ol tddt d u typ.e.,sttlr.s 11Utt!•dof1tlt•L T4kes~ reu spa• 
ll:ll tried dlfh·,~t w•'ti' of JIOdli~lnt u type ft•ir' I" holow tot• 

1.J;OJ f•tnovtd ""'YP" .tta1n tn:d pGJJtlonotdWtiJ ~wa1ors bt:IW!d bf•cf'l 

1Jl:JI c.rn tN bole.1 inl\oOJ for nJI« anatddN&Jeurnu .... lfrl'!t we!h 

1C.OI noc.h•nt~ 

141!)1 c.uu rncuct&on' off tM baH" to ln~t•th.• f1\llli'IU o' 1~ (ower 
lS:Ol cO¥ertdtnlfln<e1ntl•u 

15:)1 .add.cl."I!'I'C1~il ~itit\(_ 0!1 tht: IOOf, 1ffi\ WlJl iMOroorl lfo Sfet'III"I<KIJ.t!ol 

16:01 added .s.plr•l ita!rs.rn ttl• enu•nc« 

ll;20 ~otked on tl'lt ~au sUolr<a~e.•re• 

1 J:SC ~tdt me-DuJidtnt" mtttn Meptt 

111:20 S:l<lnt:d tutt~na tht rnttr1or e!em~nH 10 comply 10 t he new dt:p1h 

14;50 nod\!~& d'hlfl!td 

l.$;21: chir~:C·ed tl'le (CIIUI'M'~ lh'kknt:si 

fllf ~~s:v ldjUJI-"'tfltt In b(IC.f'lt •l"d t111'lttlfl"'~flt\ in. wtdlh 

d~1!5n I\ bul},yJ(ldwtdlt! dept flllO ~' tkt"w~d 

new d~\igndee-•n' l!ott>. .,, de•' 

iii~Tlmtn~ Ol'l lt\(1 NSI f.id• tO ttfttu pt~Y\OUt'd.Wifl lde.l 

l.si'..,pt:-d ~m~n Cfullngl s.qu.ar .. cov.ards t~-retad cro'$.ll'li 

•dde<i IOW!t! 'eaion be-h!nd Sl• in 

s:t!u<.ttlf*li flO\¥ O~Utflf1~b !~Up IM h~&htof :'tf~ t~! 

ah•rn'llt\vt: -1\ YtJ'fwidt aM ii~o~lky 

~ tloJted rn ltt.t-hoOiow.- ta~e Jnd'(OJcew<~~t 1oo IJ II 

·~•r1MH~I Uldrl"T h•-¥• a!l'rOorm em fll\~-oOt 

ln••••Goll 

~dec! 2 elt~J,ON ~0 i.loU~I nioitl"'bfr. o(& 

noUC4td 4 el"llCh Clett'1 tl1 6fl 11'1!1. \ OU(h s.ld. doJt:1o U'l.e p.to,S:.£~ 

btKU lf~·'t 't'itlble.anymore 

ljkled·l"t~lte fole'QtOf'\. (tlre.:tnd. «:Met) 

tn~·did"" .. ,uty\•t•1yd~tndt(.I'Nli'Oitfit"'*'~ tlo,1 ol\ < u m~ 

al$CI aclcJtd ~ducontlliQOf In UW entrattce 

nouced wt~' Pi•1 ttn't ~i't oret~tt'.a"'e1 Mide 11"11' oln ({bU:d 

rtMOYed Jl'l ~nlt!or ,h4f1 

add~ the e-1C'\'i l0f t..h•f\ •a;tln 

I ro-m '30 to 34 ,m1er1 to mU:f the-~utnt mont tliff 

~wc:.lmelrJho&tldy 

~Vi! um~lll h•ndy 

U\11! ti"m..tlnh•ndy 

c.--... <Jime !fl h~M)' 

c.•~ ·Uirrl~ !n n·•ndy 

I 

u 

... 

'·' .. 

~.· 



'1 tS~) ,lQ}J J 0:4E •df<t~Cd lht hSt" to Utt..nrw wiUih 1Ad iddt>.d I f\tw eltvi1orll'll1'141 a.•tril coii~C1i'il¢ tPI~ 

6.8 Ua6 WQ.r.if!Cttn lh~b._U 

ll ~6 u:b\llh lhc wuchH~lo be mo;t •dl~•tllble 

11: tG icfd.V ..UJ(VI'!il\ in lhotl"ltflofwJih bet...;'tton 1hc 'c.of~o~rM\ 

1114E rt:,o.,.ed 'ut'flf. cl 11'1-. J ii.H ~th 1" the: tt .. lt: 

Jl•J6 \ht11114 .tddl~~;l !Jpctat"d &t•·u ~ru It\ the: &tu t 

1l~46 ild'dln&IIPdltc•d &lllu p•lbltl.ttte b~ 

14; 16: wor~lnl em Ike: wt~'ltttfl- ''•"«"'-
t-.•6 rtutflll'lt c.hllnJtd 

l'So~16 rt:POl1IIOI'I•d !ol~ltC.U~ 

1S:A' di!l lll•"l 1ht st;JI.rU\t:.,~ te~lnti':!po•tt~ lllf' ~tll"ftlule 

lli U .. dtfda ltvt~01V'P.Ut: fotlht'.otfitM 

1'1\ftd~ 1~1 wtlll.wlty.\ W:dc1 t~\U"Itlna: ltOM I~ t olvt Yltw 

•dded • ,~a!n 9rt thiL': roonf\en, 'ld~ ol lt\e b-.Hid\"t 

1' ;46 rt~pini!foned ~~'~'' stirteJI\~ind addtd ttltvltOt$1nd ntd-t'l l&n~d,_,•::.:"'""-:rP:::;'':::h;;:""'""-' -----------t':.:.":.:.'"'=d;;;lll.::•'.:::''.::.'"'"":::'::.:''"'"=:.:'";..;' "':::'::.:'':.:"':::'-'o::'·;;;A,;:P'::;"::.:"':::•"'::..;;w:.;"::.:"'.::IP:.:Vl:<.:l;.:'b:::;IP;..:d:::l•:.:&"::;':;' '':_----------f-":.:'::..•"'=m::..•;;;ln.:;N:.:.n:::;dv;_ __________________ -f.'-----i 
8n 1&•1•10} l('t;OJ poshlc:n.d~'IIIOiito.~ lf'l lflt.~fnJIIOttllot\ 1\t'lrtiOiht-t~IGI'l Uvf.'Qtntlnf!Jfldy 

"I ~ 
81 ., 
Ill 

84 

as .. 
07 .. 
:1 ., 
~7 

JO:a3 mr\cd Jddl111 door\ to lh• ~lajr~~t:• 

1 t;OO ftf)thint dlMif~ 

1),.11 nottlln'- l l'toii'\Ct'd 

t t iCU n.)thlfll<.tltri(!:'td 

lJ~S! n~thh'tjC:.hllif,td 

1)'03 nothl~c:.h•n&td 

t l!l3 nO~hlnl ct.•n«cd 

1•»3 ""'.111~" lf'le tOll om Ptf19f lht.\1ffrwd 

14;)3 a~dcd lht doo-u on lh~ ol~~, Jld~ ol «~ -N•'' \U.,c-.ltc 

15'01 •ddln1Jitfhs lfllt!,Ptnet\ fn 1hF d!Jgonil''*'•" on lfuo wt\1 f~Oc: 

IS:JJ 1'1.,_('d wHh r~a~.., the ,m,l!lt_ .. ~q1.1•1•l In l~t wt11 l.t;lde 

i(i:J4. .tJa.o Mdded p~ ~l-uul 'tone ptll~._ 

~ 27·1•101 l\~ dllned.tddlnat~ret/NtU(•I,1one ta~dtt!-letTt~l'lt\oJt lh<e:<Offk~p~rt 

9""$ U.;()9i Uw ._.fM fo• 1~ t liu Rlrtels. 

•• ,, 
!!I .. 

100 

!Ql 

JOJ ... 
lOS 
!o6 

107 

••• 
10 

110 

l u 

Il l 
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IH 

II& 
1!1 

IU 

ll 

12<: 

Ill 

lll 

tll 

·~ 
11 

t} 

12 

tl.l9 copied 11'1 41 Wlit.c pltn~h o\ef t bJu« att1, M~ lt•ltd lltnpltr ottrct C"'h p.tnel 

ll~ ~<led lnter~1 wAif:l tn '" t~t.mtnt 

U:J'l •ddt.d 11 til•\' f •c:.:do ')',.ttm 41' the SOliltlcffl w•tl 

t.t:e, t~led I he 1.tau, S-y11ec'n CWH M1 «.ffdtt 12 floot tt;C•I\at 

14!19 !.l,ichtl 'f c:h~AA:td the~\~ 3nd •H'U~ !h~n the nottl'lll' fn omet la~d~ 

!:56"-t.dded man oo ;op of tht bultdfl'\t toholi•t tht Pt:niMU-lti 

11:001dur.t'dt/Piht~ bvttMO'dnt.old r;.aru •nd •dd~ta<;ad~ e.len'i~l\l$0t\lf'ltt3tt skit 

II:J01Mit\lf1C: C:h-altgtd 

limjdfld • nudy ~the oa"'fnt t.p..re ~t~ri~~ adde-d \Ofne lo dt~ lite rrtd f•om them 

l2:JO:ccmttn~o~e-d addlft.& oatldrtl iftd ad,usti.1l tt).to bast :f•re •cwtd!"lh> 
uw noth.ln1Jdw:nlt<i 

U :JO 1'101~"1 c-ha".llll'd 

J.•t$)0 rwth~J Ota,.;&d 

l4!l0 nottW!g c:~~d 

15;00 adclttd m.u) "" t~e ba\e to COI\Iorm tq 1M t<JI.tt•~ road 

IS:lO ret'llOv~ tht' pllt~ aa~lfl and cvtofr 1.,_ Wlt 11 i n angle 

1&;00 S!lftcd'Wo*lfl& en the $In£!"" bc:dlqc:m •91tlmMh on ~OP oft~ b.U.e 

irr.SO .-ddtd •emit ocoop1~ I (I fht: t;u.lcl~fiO •C:t I bc:ti., \ondll:l\l.t l\dl~! ot "-'l4! .. nd itl~ 

9!1.4 des¢nfd $.Omit lurnh~o~rc t~ p14C.:C 'n'"de tht lliP1ntn~rt'' te see how it fih 

10:35 $~tt~c:hdd~ cctumnt In rn~ bt)e ottw~~ "'"'~ 'Pfce.l 1CI cl~teunloe tht!..C.Iid •!lt 

ll.OS dttt'rmlncd finAl poJotlon of thc-cot\lrtlfl1. •nd ~ddtdc.cllcephs•J m.1.n rot 'he: alf.tl'1M¢f1.1• 

ll :3~

1
ctcsl&ned .1 M<tW lk!Qr c••n to ~Of! lor"' w•tl'l Ill« ·t"QQumM •nd ccnct-pt~;tl nM5$ 

12~ added h•~• tc tht ~olollh JJd.e ol ti'IC-fNU 

fl:J5'll1Mtd w\11'1 IN! ii'!Nl of t~ (t(lcle_Jn tht f,.itnt 

Jl;-JO V;ed 0:1teren~ hpcJt( in tXh h•ft\t .11\0 •clckd ftiiOI~IP.Irf"'C:fl\~01'1 Ott ~{hf:tn tid,._ 

14,:.0 ,.ott\IIIJ (.l,ana:cd 

14~ Mthe• O.s.l~t~;l'll·'tlc f"'''oH-dtttttcl o.f lhe. re(ft(le I;YPM 

tS:l6~*~' dO"'~I'.htrne}l dmtdclt~ t•c:•de tyP.C"-~ and•d~Stdlfo.ot~ 

~6 "'•\k•12•1lc-dW:tJlolth4:f~dteltftleAI 

16:26~~· tort~ tCX'wt.'f1\c"l tf'MPM 

1&:56 c.on'IP,~Jcd I fie nf'1i<.•l Vt"lfJOrt tYUfflt 

1<k38 \W1 •~l\.1\lilt.i i.ll1h( c~ti t.c c:MI01m 1ft lhe new..-rTdtl\ 

Ut!o8; \t,6.tt a1lu!t!CJ:•iJ~eet~u t . .oc-MIDJ"" m !he~ww\dl'b 

fiN• on I he w!Uf•'" ~n1r s. 

try t~lt!Ot'!.tl Xot~,& -:~ns •·~-lth'l 
t«&:Niv ~,ed on tne M•~\IOI't'n T" R6tltfdJm 

~lehttv different to too~ moti 011te:t·ll)l:t 

16 ,_ ho.,.. lt Joe~• 

l!lsMIYd!ffero-"' to d~r l!\!Ual dtS!tl' 

nollk<flkcnumbec-ofo~r!dne 1PiCt-\le_quhd WQU)di'!C'IIt:' 'I! 
'ound • doctJ,r,enJ on lh"t"I-40 .. IJ .I(OflC JOYttnflliiJ"'t1i\C: o.., p¥\llt~J10ite.li 

rec1lcul.a ted ,p,e numbe<' 9! p.I•\Jna '9•c•t 

V"('fll b1d- f•om l000pnki!'& 'P.tCC> tO 20] 

d~n't Jocl locd 

loo~b.e-nH 

f;ir•wn llccr pl.ln c.utlln~ 

l
lll'lflinl:nt' ' S~f'!(l; '601'1' Ss •~1he-r 1\iltOW 

actyt<.i!At to ha••d-d•a-wn de-lif1\hfU L 11id\lte l.t S.l m lll.ln1 

'o b•ntr aiVidr the' IP4rttn~nH 

.,1,0 cnpo'td lue te~ hew It leW 011 • b>JIIr' wl'lot• 

n.-.de ft!C' IICCI Of'l 11'1• u,( lid!:' 'l)f Ud'l IPIIf'\.1'1~1\t pllt"lf\eltO l.he tr:d 

~'II· Co~mtit1 .,,,dy 
c:.ve f•"lC ln ~~~"dV 

151 
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15"1 
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154 
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IS& 

l~l 
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162 

16) 
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167 

168 
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111 

"' l?) 

11< 

t75 

t1S 

t77 

U ;38 &Uri act_j'tntfnJ all~ ~-tnttnll to COAfOftQ 10 It\ .e. t\e.w wtd"th 

ll~ With 1M MWWfdlh, tl\e~P.tltfl.ff\4 •tt •Jfahll'y tf'_df.JII'\C:d 

u~ fta{\t dOOJ' -.t~ 1htJy ttpo\!Llt'lt\M du. ~~~~ ~.M: e~r.tto1'141• 

U.Of add!tttfl~~HM"rtl'on t~~c:. ,(d,lt\th.c.otltc-ti~WJi<:f 

U:l8 a~ r•(~e ete~u-~ ftl.e offtaa .\tde Itt rtw!: e,ofttctNf',._,Jc:.: 

.t~• eopytna ttle •p.~ztm.tntt on ch.e ftCo/11 o, lt\e. ~to ~ b~lt 

t•;JS "*'~tin& chffl' sii&f\l !.Y co 'It r; •P•'ln\&'~t~ '" 1 tr•rnt 
tsm-.ddlit&~rtdowtfn~~·"•'eif 

1.S;l8 eopjtdt~ aplrtmen, rloot piJn to .all b•~ ll'llht towtr 
16:.08 cbqcd the' bel"'t of tl\(' fronr or ll\e btM ~llhtl't 

~·l•.l01l 9:58 .ddfldintuio-f .,·•mtht-~rb•~-p~t 

1.() 18 .ddlld f(ll\1 dC"tJ~Jtlde•~ lhet~deoflMtowetMltPalt 

l O::Se 1t..,tcd 1\c\lt.hint i:h.e. upw •p.~rtmcnr 'n•t• ot 4-t.. W1e 
11$ 9 addfJlfWindo'Nt tf'~Ult h.t~ • ., •ttt l 

ll;lS oothln&4'11!Mcd 

l2;,Sf •t$d.a-._.rn\rll: ~ 

U:ltiMI<llin«"-cd 
l );Si "•rted •datrc WWIOW$ und«rrie~th lhe tPirtlnflfll'O tl C)OO!\•v~ 

1•~~ ftniltt•d a«f1n! 'ht v.lndOW's. 

i~;!j9 citnt1'1!'11 1f\feJHrtnc• uuoftM bas.t.c;ntho~OW<t ·~ 

IS.1~ deu'~"''n''""'nc•·•ru·o(tnc-buc: on •t~e.•owc.r \fdot
d~9 Mchlfll ~tAJed 
U~9- tri ed dJtferMtcoiQfi for the r,oi'U 'Ide-of theM.e: 

6-).o201l 9;.'SS ta.rtcd 0~f!l1hf "PPf' Poor of tt!t lto'n of tn. tJ•~ 
·to·lS c:ontlflut'<J the-'''*doc t~oVN1 U\o i01Jt~ ""'"I tomt:' 

lO'.'S} trted aMCbef' (•<•ck de\!~ on tl'!e vp_p« pvt 

11:2S \Ill workf"l on Unil.hlrla Jk.c f!K44• cf.e-t.taf\ 

u .sH...-<ll•l-
nas -n;med' fW!int: '".an. eul ~df 
ll:SS fin1\hed f"'tdt.-nd<rnte.dfntt'lfof>tw-'&for tM- .ut,aclrtmt:.,( 

1 l :lS rln~d Wll~ lf!.e tpitttMf\t 

14:2 ~h \be coo Aobf of ttt. b'iU~ 'Mth lltu 

14~9 Nl1'h"" Ch6!'114Hi 

U;l:9 ~l1r1n' tto'* pariltt tp.cn Wil\.lld fll ..,M.,~ntn 1ht to'*llf:t' 

-u.s .,.•IVt!ns.M:w ~til.,. ~D~<-fl WOIJid lit unclf.ro.ath tb• tOWf1' 

7·3, lOU 9':26 -ldded U'tJirt- to f'!'lltf"lht ~p~ rJt)'!f on tli .. wnt bpdt 

~ WOtkad on tnt t.nc~ .c a 01'11~ e.nt s.klt olthe Shop~nt mall 

t0:26 iinNO• d UH! ttoom•u~ toch~ tbe Whole plctur• 

'\0~14 toe~d'ltnt ch•nttd 

11:26 \I led .a 41Htfctll klr\d()t ualtrln~l'lt N.t.t•nlr•~ lrtll 

u ~ 5 ncn hlnf chtnted 
l1:1S na\~"1 ohlf'\l*d 

tt:ss nottll~ch.nced 
U .25 .not"lnt d'llU'ICtd 

t),S) !101NI'Cehlt'lf(.d 

14~5 "lltted WOIIIli'IJ.CH\ l'lf.W f•~•de tltrnt'I\U tot 1he .t.fdt'i Ol The ~p•ttmmu 

1"·.)~ evi"M: ~l!htly oltft-tcfll ¥litlartoM 

-179 t1·1·1Dll. 11.01 tin.~tu Yfll~ lhe tt~11:de t!l!fM'nh-•M reworio:lng th-e !Ow-et :sho~lntm~ltp.-n 

180 12:37 continued l t'WOrlifn~ !h-e s.hopplt!a.,...ll 

lll 1);07 nolM~g-th•nJ'eO 

112 

IU ... 
aas ... 
·~· 

U.J1 l;~.tdh loo,e-d coooltlcc ~~P 

t.t;Q7t .. f"f'\IP.._rll'r.a'-4!U,~f~!Jit 

14;37 1efinrna..tnc <Je\~an cf the l~aoe 

15'07 tel"""l' ll'led't\lgi'!Oflh' IS-~Me 

tS:S'- it;,rttd on Utto ~~~de~ 04'1 d·e e.ut .toe of tt;tt .acunmenu 

1&:26 O'>nlln\Jed ~" ltle l.p.de~ 

Ill 15~3·1012 9,57 (onlfnued on (he l"pdt>l 

lJ9 JO•Z7 An1s.httdlne 4es!Jr'l 01 ltti lll(.adts 

190 

"' 
192 

l9l 

t94 

19S 

152 

lO:S7 -t.l•rttd on ttot l~dc.of lhe ~OUII! e.ut 4p.vtmtr'l1 

11..27 d06c wi!h ••the: s.ovtn f•;adt\ 

Jl:SJ s\al1~d on tt\c.l4.,ades of lht t ••t 11p-'nm~C· 

12:21 conUnuot<l' On ll'le JiiJ~d~' 

12.:5"7 reooc~v~cf on lilt , • .,..dttt 

1l-l27~dnued0t!ll'lt f•f~' 

1114'/-w~rc lli l '"c 6ld <fc)lli' 

inUNIO 0~ J 

tno1~ the t¥i1lb'"bo\r.e tMm ~do\lrf to confoun to the_,,,, on ll'e o•!eony 

coche'-<t~ t1tW {1nm -·~room 

loo.kcd wou.~ •h•r vfe.WI'Ii "' tt\e (.lv• 

dlvid.l)llh·~· 

lf!lfcr*nt lrom ti'ut rf1\ o(tht Du!l~ns 
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9.2.11ntroduction 
This paper is meant to summarize the literature study done for a combined 
master's project combining the studies of Design Systems and Architecture. 
Therefore there are two subjects addressed in this paper. These subjects are 
CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment for the Design Systems part and High
rise Buildings for the Architecture part. Both parts are addressed separately 
in the oncoming chapters. A chapter on Hong Kong is also added as this is the 
project location. 

9.2.2 CAVE 
The goal of the research following this paper is to make extensive use of 
computer technology in the design process of a building, in particular, the 
use of CAVE technology. CAVE technology however, is an advanced form of 
virtual reality graphics display on normal computers. This type of 'flat screen' 
VR already has a wide application in architectural design studies. Thus 
information about its application was also gathered to include in this paper. 
This part for the most part summarizes the applications and tools already 
invented for integrating VR technology in architectural design including 
both positive and negative aspects of these programs. The most important 
requirement for these applications is that they enable editing in the CAVE. 

This is tne desk CAVE .system at the University t~ffedmology in 

Emdtwveo. It is smaller than a normal CAVE system and 

because vou are si!linR behind a desl<. it is ca lled desk cave. 

9.2.2.1 CAVE Applications 
Numerous CAVE applications have already been developed. This part 
describes these applications in detail. 
The first one is CaveMa)( (Ribeiro et al). This application is designed for use 
with the 3ds Max package, a powerful 3d modelling tool. CaveMax works by 
enabling data exchange between two separate 3ds Max instances on different 
computers: one on a personal computer or laptop and one in the CAVE. 
With the push of a button, the scene is saved on a server and opened in the 
CAVE. For navigation in the scene, a camera is activated on the computer and 
then panned and rotated to the desired position. The CaveMax application 
captures the camera information and sends it to the CAVE updating the 
CAVE's camera in real time. 
Although it is a handy tool and enables modelling with the CAVE there are 
also some drawbacks. The current configuration only enables one viewport 
of 3ds Max in the CAVE so it won't use all screens available. Also navigation 
has to be done on the separate computer and may be difficult if your actions 
do not directly correspond to what you see. 

The same paper also describes other similar applications namely: 
The CaveUT System needs file conversion to work so can only be used 

to view models. 
VR4Max also needs file conversion. 
Walkinside also needs file conversion. 
Conduit transfers openGL calls to a 3ds Max instance on another 

computer thus is real time updated, however in the optimization process, 
important data is lost distorti!"g the CAVE views. 

At the Brown University in Providence, USA a digital massing study tool was 
developed for use in a CAVE system (Chen). This system relies on direct 3d 
manipulation and uses a pen for fine styling and a glove for less accurate 
manipulations like grabbing and moving. The system is therefore gesture 
based. The system allows for rough shape creation and manipulation 
in various ways. A physical transparent table is placed in the CAVE and is 
tracked. That way, objects can be displayed and manipulated on this table. 
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This table thus works similar to a drawing tablet and pen. By using the pen 
and glove, all basic manipulations on an object can be performed in the CAVE 
also including Boolean operations. 

The tool is int ended for use during the massing study design phase. and 
therefore doesn't need to be very accurate so it isn' t. Direct 3d manipulation 
proves to be an inaccurate modelling method in general, especially when it 
is gesture based. Although other advances improve the accuracy like Google 
Sketchup, the methods are still intended for use during the earlie·r design 
phases and not very handy when used for more detail.ed modelling. 

Deisinger et al. describe several CAVE modelling tools similar to the one 
described before like 'Lotus' and 'Naegeli Rr these tools also rely on drawing 
and manipulation of shapes and forms in different ways. 

Cavernsoft (Leigh et a.l) collaborative system with which, participants are able 
to collaborate using network of computers .. The system evolved from two 
previous programs by the same authors. The first one is Calvin. With this tool, 
participants are able to manipulate a space by moving, rotating and scaling· 
objects such as walls and furniture . The participants who can work remotely 
in one scene are represented by avatars to let the other participants know 
where they are and what they are doing. The other tool is called NICE and is 
based on the same idea. Here the participants are children and their task is 
to maintain a flower garden in a collaborative manner. 

Cavernsoft itself is not specific for use in the CAVE anymore. Instead 
it has a much broader functionality to further enhance the collaborative 
design process. Cavernsoft works with Information Request Brokers (IRB's). 
An IRB is a database which is accessible from different networking computers 
for sharing information. Different IRB's are linked together to create a goal 
specific client. This way, programs such as Calvin and NICE can also be created. 

9.2.2.2 Other CAVE uses 
Although, many CAVE modelling tools exist. The most used application for 
the CAVE in architecture still remains viewing and reviewing. Experiments 
(Frost et. al.) show the effect reviewing models In a CAVE has. The technology 
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provides designers a better way of formulating, analyzing, testing and realizing 
their ideas. In other words, it helps the designers in a positive way. 

The experiment let ~tudents participate in a real design exercise 
on their own campus. The students had to come up with ideas for a new 
laboratory by means of traditional designing. Afterwards they were able 
to view their results in the CAVE twice. In between they could alter their 
designs based on the experiences in the CAVE. The experiment was a positive 
experience for both the participating students and the people involved in the 
actual laboratory assignment. 

For the designing of a new office building for VTT, a company based in 
Finland specializing in virtual and augmented reality, they used a number of 
visualisation techniques to view the architectural plans (Woodward et al). At 
first, a 3d Studio Max model was created and transferred to VTT's CAVE for 
walkthrough visualisations. 

Next to this, a system for PDA was developed. The PDA's camera 
captured images which could be tracked by a laptop which then created a 
video. This video was then displayed on the PDA projecting the 3d model 
over the real life construction site. 

After construction commenced, a web camera was placed on a 
neighbouring building. A 3d model of the building was projected over the 
camera's view. Users Gould then choose te view the 3d model or not and use 
clipping planes to view only portions of the model. 

Nearing completion of the actual building, an augmented scale model 
was created for projection on a conference table using data glasses. Other 
implementations included models of the building and its surroundings and 
decision making on the final furniture of the building. 

Th.e virtual and .augmented reality techniques were found useful 
especially in the planr~ing and design phases of the building. It was found 
that the techniques provided useful information for the architect as well as 
owners ofthe building. 



9.2.2.3 Conclusions 
Virtual and augmented reality are relatively new techniques. Despite of 
this, they are already to a great extend recognised and used in the bui lding 
world. Although many tools have already been developed and also many 
experiments have been conducted, a CAVE design tool with great accuracy 
hasn't been created or documented yet to my knowledge. As a resu lt, the 
CAVE system also has not yet been used as a design tool throughout the 
process. Most times it is used as a design tool for form study or to evaluate 
the design after it was conceived. Therefore apart from the form studies, 
design decisions have not yet been done within the cave system. 
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9.2.3. Hjgh-rise Buildings 
High-rise buildings come in many shapes and sizes although they have one 
thing in common, their height. This part of the research focuses on typologies 
and the impact of tall buildings on their environment and what the pros and 
cons of these buildings really are. 

9.2.3.1 History of the Skyscraper 
The first modern high-rise buildings date back to New York and Chicago of the 
late nineteenth century. The evolution of the skyscraper can be attributed 
to the technological advances during the time but also to a great extend to 
prestige and grandeur of their owners. The skyscrc;~per era started around 
1850 as a result of important inventions such as the drop-safe elevator and the 
commercialisation of electric lighting which allowed for deeper floor plans. 
Skyscrapers became first economically feasible in New York and Chicago. Due 
to foreign trade, New York had already established itself as the economic 
capital of the United States during the first half of the 19th century, causing 
a lot of immigrants to arrive in the city. With the increase in economy and 
the rapid growth of the city, new manufact uring and trade businesses were 
also estabiished and existing ones expanded. With this, the need for office 
buildings grew. Thi; also made tall buildings more desirable. 

The height of these first skyscrapers was still limited though. Although 
wrought iron was already being used in small scale buildings, most of the 
earlier buildings in New York were mainly constructed out of stone. This 
meant that for building taller, foundations, walls and columns had to be 
very thick. This prevented large window openings and floor space. After the 
Civil War in 1865, land values, building costs and rental costs became higher 
making the iron frame a necessity. Introducing iron meant that constructions 
could be thinner leaving more useable space. More technological advances 
including wind bracing, secure anchoring, fire protection, power operated 
construction equipment, heating, ventilation, plumbing, elevator service and 
lighting made tall buildings even more practica l. Technologjcal advances in 
these inventions continued buildings to become taller up to 10 floors in the 
1870s. The 1880s saw the introduction of U type floer plans for increased 
natural lighting and ventilation and steel box construction. However, certain 
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iron frame type_s allowed for a non be_aring exterior wall, this type became 
more available with metal cage construction giving rise to the curtain wall 
type. 

One ef the f ir st buildings. to use a cage construction which 

ill!owfld for oon bearitlg Q\lter walls w;~s the Prg~w;e !;l<.Q-!ilnge 

building in New York- (1884). Photo: 

http://www .bc.ellu/bc_ org/avp/cas/ fnart/fa267/19_sky .html 

During the second half of the 1880s, the first steel structures came into 
existence. Steel was first only used in low-rise constructions but soon also 
became known in the skyscraper world . Steel however was found be very 
prone to corrosion and so was not yet widely used in construction. Right 
before the turn of the century, the combination of wrought iron and steel 
were developed in the skeleton frame construction. This construction type 
which is still known today is a combination of columns and beams forming 
a load bearing grid. This method pushed skyscrapers past the 20 floor mark. 



The Empire building in New York (1898). An example of a steel 

framed building passing the 20 Ooor mark. Photo: 

http:/ /en. wi kipedia.org/wiki/Empire _Building_( New _York_ City) 

Although technological advances made it possible to build ever taller 
structures during the second half of the 19th century and the start of the 
20th century, the main reason these buildings came to be is because of 'the 
confidence, power and wealth of businesses. This was expressed by building 
taller and grander then the predecessors. One of the best examples for this is 
the Woolworth Building completed in 1913 in New York. Its commissioner F. 
W. Woolworth wanted the building to be taller and more prestigious than any 
building ever built before. As a result, the tower is 241 metres high and counts 
57 floors, overtaking its predecessor by 28 metres. At its grand opening it was 
nicknamed the cathedral of commerce not only because of its shape, but also 
for its rich ornamentation. It remained the ta llest building in the world for 27 
years when it was overtaken by the Bank of Manhattan Trust Building and the 
Chrysler Building in 1930. 

The Woolworth Building {1913) marked the end of the first 

skyscraper era in New York. Photo: 

htto;/ /www .nvc-arch itecture.com/SCC/SCC019.htm 

The first decade in the new century also saw the rise of concrete. Although 
concrete exist since roman times and was also used in some factories it was 
not yet used in high-rise construction before this time but became feasible 
with the invention of re in forced concrete. It took a while for concrete to gain 
recognition though. The first concrete structures had to be very massive 
taking up valuable floor space. Because of this, steel construction remained 
in favour at first. Major projects like the Empire State Building in New York 
{1931) were still built in steel. It was not until the 1940s with the introduction 
of shear wall construction that concrete gained momentum as a construction 
material in high-rise buildings. Nowadays concrete has become the building 
material of choice in many skyscrapers. 
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All the innovations In construction and install~tions are atso reflected 
in the architecture of the skyscraper. The bearing walls of the first skyscrapers 
limited window size. This together with businesses wanting to mimic 
the grandeur of classical Greek and Roman structures caused a classical 
architecture. The invention of the steel frame meant the facade wasn't 
limited anymore and windows grew bigger. To let in even more light, the H 
and U floor p~ans were invented. The classic style gradually changed to a more 
gothic style in the Woolworth building. As the ideas of style modernised/ 
art deco became the widely excepted style during the 1920s and 1930s. As 
the thoughts on modernity changed and advances were taken in the heat 
resisting properties of glass, the glass skyscraper became more common. 

9.2.3.2 Cons of high-rise buildings 
High-rise buildings, especially the office type, are still largely dominated 
by financial criteria or the will of businesses who build them to create an 
expression of their wealth and power. This is partly visible in the race for 
the tallest building in the world which is goi.ng on for over a 100 years. This 
causes many high-rise bui ldings to be designed as autonomous objects and 
thus, the relation to their context is often lost. This is especially evident in tall 
buildings in a low-rise context such as the Tour Montparnasse in Paris. This is 
also the main reason for protests against high-rise buildings in low-rise cities 
such as Paris and London. The other type of office tower exists for finandal 
purposes rather than prestige. This office tower is often built as efficient 
as possible and this results in the American box-office type. Both types are 
rather autonomous objects. The plinth is often bare with only an entrance 
making the street rather lifeless and unpleasant. 

This autonomy is also found inside t he building as offices or apartments 
are located on higher levels, it is impossible to see what is happening in the 
street and the surroundings giving a feeling of isolation to the users of the 
building. Residents go out to work in the morning and return in the evening. 
The only time they see their neighbours is in the elevator which limits social 
interaction. Inhabitants also often complain about the lack of greenery in or 
near the bui lding. 

Tall build ings are also notorious as energy consumers. Because of the 
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deep floor plans of office buildings, lighting has become a necessity. Although 
these problems are recognised and advances in technology reduce the energy 
consumption. Tall buildings remain to consume a lot of energy. 

Although the skyscraper can be considered an American invention, in 
the last few years most of the new skyscrapers being built are located outside 
of America. Most of them in are bui lt Arabic and Asian countries. However, 
apparently, most skyscrapers are sti ll designed by Americans. This causes a 
globalisation of the skyscraper. Although S<:n)';le attempts to put local ideas 
and cu lture into the des·ign, most of them are taken too literal according to 
Wood . 

Research on tourism (Leiper & Park) also concludes that high-rise 
development has a negative effect on tourism. This is especially the case 
within a cluster of tall buildings: people can feel overwhelmed and insignificant 
which can lead to stress which is the opposite of leisure and the main goal for 
tourists. Residents are less. prone to these effects because they have grown 
accustomed with the situation and deal with it more easily then tourists do. 
This effect is of course more prominent Within the cluster of high-rises then 
It is when viewing the skyline from a distance like for instance on the Peak in 
Hong Kong. 

View from the Peak In Hong Kong, Photo: 

http://www.luxuo.com/luxury•locations/hong-kong-record

land-plot.html 



The view of skyscrapers can be overwhelming when walking 

between them. This is a picture of Queens way in Hong Kong, one 

of the maifl arterial roads on the island. Photo: 

http:/ 1 en. wikipedia .o rg/wiki/Queen sway,_ Hong_ Kong 

9.2.3.3 Pros of High-rise Buildings 
Not everything about high-rise buildings is bad. They are very capable of 
doing what they are designed for, having a lot of floor space on a limited area 
of land. This is cost effective, especially when land values are high. There 
is a turn over point though, when the building costs per floor become so 
high that it isn't profitable anymore. Going up has another more sustainable 
advantage. It takes up less space and thus lowers urban sprawl, leaving more 
space for nature or parks. Locating more people in a smaller area also means 
people don!t have to travel far and good transportation facilities can be more 
compact. Locating more people in a smaller area however also means the area 
is busier and more prone to congestion and so requires better transportation 
facilities than a larger low rise area with the same average floor space. 

9-2.3.4 Sustainability 
Sustain ability has become an important topic in the last few years and is also 
especially important in high-rise design. According to Ali and Armstrong, 
a sustainable building is more than an energy saving structure. It is also 
a pleasant place for its users. To do so, a building should be incorporated 
and work together with its environment. By creating a sustainable cluster, 
it becomes a pleasant working and living environment. By mixing different 

functions like living, shops and working, people have to travel less so they 
don' t take the car that often anymore. This saves on carbon emissions. By 
creating a mixed environment, the social interaction between people is also 
improved. For creating a sustainable environment, a mixed use building is 
thus preferred. 

Sustainability can however also be improved in the buildings shape. 
The human scale is also an important aspect in this. Compact design where 
people are within walking distance of important resources without congestion 
can improve the sense of community. To a.chieve this compactness it is also 
important to keep the building compact and understandable for the users. It 
should not be overwhelming to them . 

Of course, technical solutions are also important for a sustainable 
design. This mainly includes energy saving and producing installations but 
also the orientation ofthe building to maximize the use of natural daylight. 

Well known examples of already existing sustainable high-rise 
buildings are, the Commerzbank in Frankfurt am Main by Norman Foster and 
the Elephant and Castle tower by Ken Yeang in London . 

3.5 Mixed-use high-rise buildings 
Because of the sustainable properties of mixed-use buildings, they became 
very popular in recent years. Because of their beneficial properties, the 
project in this research will also have a mixed-use program . Therefore a 
number of mixed-use skyscrapers have been analysed. 

Mixed-use high-rise buildings often need a more complex core 
because residential and office users have their own transportation services. 
More elevators are needed for th is purpose and all functions have their 
own entrance. Because of th fs complexity, these buildings are almost always 
arranged in the specific vertical order of retail on the first floors, office space 
above and residential or hotel functions on the upper levels. This is also 
the most practical and least expensive division because all functions have a 
different floor plan type. Retail space is often divided in medium sized blocks 
for stores with sometimes a bigger space for a super market. Office space 
requires spacious open plans for maximum flexibility. Residential and hotel 
floor plans have, in contrary to office floors, smaller cellular spaces. 
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To further improve the m1xmg of functions in a tower, dividing them 
horizontally may be an option. There are no known existing buildings of th is 
type although some case studies exist. The main problem with these kinds 
of buildings is that the mixing of functions on the same floor means that 
less space is available per function. This is no problem for apartments but 
it also means office space is smaller and thus less likely to be attractive for 
larger businesses. For interaction between these functions1 this however is 
a plausible idea. Also, if the functions are placed carefully, they can benefit 
from each other in a physical way by acting as buffers for heat and light. 

9.2.3.6 Conclusions 
Skyscrapers are a relatively new type of building only being around for 150 
years or so. The typology, although the necessity of them can be well argued 
in most cases, is still often being bui lt as a symbol of prestige or to earn 
as much money as possible out of them. As a result, most skyscrapers are 
autonomous structures that cope with several problems which can however 
be overcome. In more recent years, architects are addressing these problems 
more often however this is sti ll not always the case. In order to address 
the problems a more pleasant environment will have to be created in which 
mixing functions and human scale play an important role. 
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Typical residential noor plan of the Jameson House in Vancouver, Canada. It clearly 
shows the cellular division of space common in a residential tower. Source: 
http://www. vancouver -can a dare ale state. c.om/1 mages/jameson-h o use-va nco uve r. pdf 

• I 

Typical office Ooor plan of tl\e Jameson House m Vancouver, Canada. It clearly shows the 
open space which can be divided Into spaces as needed. Source: 
http:/ I matrlx,cwcanada.com/fi lecab inet/Property I 486113/Ja meson_ House _individual.pd f 



9.2.4. Hong Kong 
Hong Kong is the most densely populated city in the world. According to the 
Hong Kong Census and Statistics department approximately 7.108.100 people 
live in an area of 1.104 km2. The geography of the area however prevents 
large areas to be developed meaning only a small portion of the total area 
of Hong Kong is actually developed . Because of this Hong Kong also has the 
most high-rise buildings of any city in the world. The map below shows the 
population distribution of the Hong Kong SAR. 

Sour~e: 

http://www .cen sta td .gov, h k/hong_kong_ sta tisti<:s/ dashboard/in 
dex en GHS.html 

In 1898 Hong Kong was leased for 99 years by the United Kingdom resulting 
in a fast economic growth during the 20th century but also in a westernized 
culture mixed with eastern traditions. Although 95% of the population 
is Chinese, culture here is different from the mainland of China. Here, the 
Chinese have also adopted western habits and with the transition back to 
China, the capitalism stayed in favour of the communism in China making 

Hong Kong one of two Special Administrative Regions (SAR's) in China. The 
other one is Macau on the other side of the Pearl River Delta. 

9.2.4.1 Demographics 
Because of the scarcity of developable land, most of the residents in Hong 
Kong live in tall apartment buildings. Because of this, in contrary to European 
habits were apartment buildings are mainly occupied by childless families, 
here all different groups live in tall buildings. This also makes the typologies 
of tall residential buildings different from European and American ones. 
In appendix 9.2.6.2, graphs are shown, showing the different household 
compositions and their frequency. Apparently most families in Hong Kong 
consist of 2 to 4 individuals. Most households are unextended nuclear families, 
meaning parents with their children followed by single person households 
and vertically extended nuclear families meaning families with more than 2 
generations. This usually means grandparents living with the family. 
The area where the project for this research will be located is a little different 
however. Here 2 person households are the most common followed by singe 
and 3 person households. Because the rate of single person households is 
higher in this area, there are relatively less unextended nuclear families. The 
area is populated by all age groups but most people are between 25 and 54 
years old . What ca.n be concluded by this is that the area is very diverse and 
requ ires facilities for all age groups. 

9.2.4.2 Leisure activities 
Most apartments in Hong Kong are small and thus are unattractive to invite 
family and friends. This is one of the main reasons why Hong Kongers spent 
most of their free time outside their homes. Because of the mix of eastern 
and western culture, leisure facilities for both cultures are common and can 
be found in the same street. 

The most popular activities are swimming, hiking and betting on 
horse races. 40% of Hong Kong's landmass is taken up by country parks and 
numerous beaches and swimming facilities can also be found. In general 
sporting activities are popular are popular in Hong Kong. 
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Next to this, Hong Kong is also well known for its shopping culture. There are 
many malls and markets to provide the shopping needs. Younger people have 
a preference for internet and computer games and thus spend more time at 
home or in arcade halls while elderly people still play traditional games like 
Mah-jong and Chess. 

9.2.4.3 Housing 
Many typologies of housing exist in Hong Kong ranging from single room to 
apartments with 3 or 4 bedrooms and penthouses. Many of these apartments 
are either private apartments or public apartments. The apartment buildings 
in Hong Kong however are very characteristic. The cause of this is the B(P}R 
(building (planning} regulations}. Although they have been adjusted in recent 
years, they demanded lighting and/or ventilation of different rooms for living, 
preparing food, bathrooms and lavatories. This means that all these rooms 
had to face the exterior of the building creating the typical floor plan of a 
central core with lobed extensions 
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Typ1callobed Hong Kong residential floor plan. Source: 

http:/ /corn munity .gohome .com .h k/Pokfula m/The- Seiche r

s/floorplan/en/ 

• 

This kind of floor p·lan is usually found in huge multi tower eomplexes in 
Kowloon and the New Territories. 
Another well known typo logy is the result of the scarcity of space on Hong 
Kong Island. This type is also known as a 'pencil tower' and is basically a very 
narrow tower on a very small lot. They often have only single or sometimes 2 
apartments per floor in contrary to the 4 or 8 in an estate tower. These towers 
can mainly be found uphi ll on Hong Kong Island and in parts of Kowloon. 

View of a high density pendl tower distri ct just west of Hong 

Kong Central district. Source: 

http:/ /www.cor-bisimages.com/stock-photo/rights

managed/ AACR001135/aerial-view-of-sheung-wan- and-the 

!though the B(P}R has been less strict, still many apartment buildings are 
built traditionally according to the old rules. However exceptions are also 
appearing. 

9.2.4.4 Construction Methods 
Although there are some well known exceptions like the Hong Kong and 
Shanghai bank headquarters and the Bank of China Tower, the majority of 
the buildings in Hong Kong are constructed Using in situ concrete structures 
and because of their height are constructed on a pile foundation. The local 
contractors developed a well established expertise on this method and they're 
among the fastest builders using in situ concrete in the world. Because of the 
lack of space in Hong Kong, all building materials have to be imported making 



in situ concrete casting one of the cheapest methods available. Almost all 
housing projects are constructed out of in situ concrete. More variation is 
present in office towers were steel structures are also common. 

The project location is located on a reclaimed piece of land and thus consists 
of a clay and sand underground. Also because of the height of the building, a 
pile foundation is necessary. 

9.2.4.5 Weather 
Hong Kong is located in a sub-tropical climate meaning that it is generally 
warm during the whole year. Minimum temperatures hardly ever drop below 
l0°C and maximum temperatures stay around 30 to 35°C. Because of Hong 
Kong's location, t ropical cyclones are common during the summer months. 
These tropical storms sometimes reach typhoon strength. 

Most important for this research is wind speed in the area because of 
window openings and balconies on higher levels. Although, wind speed can 
reach up to 118 km/h during a typhoon, on average wind speed at the project 
location is around 4 m/s (14A km/h) at a height of 60m. For wind speeds per 
month, see appendix 9.2.6.3 
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Chart showing the average wind velocity during the year on a 

height of 60m above ground. Source: 

hi\o://envf.ust.hk/werhk/v.rlndootential.html 

9.2.4.6 Conclusions 
Because of its high density, Hong Kong was chosen as the location for the 
research. Because Hong Kong was under British lease for 99 years, western 
culture became an important part of society and this society is therefore 
similar to western cu lture in many aspects. The majority of residents in Hong 
Kong is Chinese so eastern culture is mixed with the western one creating 
an interesting hybrid of western habits with eastern tradition. This means 
that living needs are also similar to western culture. However because of 
the scarcity of land, most people live in tall apartment buildings with their 
whole family meaning that apartments with more than one room are more 
common than in Europe and America. 

Although there were strict building regulations in the past, these have 
now been relaxed. This together with the fact that most building materials 
are imported means that there are almost no limits in designing compared to 
designing in western cultures. 
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9.2.5. References 

The references are the same as the ones of this thesis. 
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9.2.6.1 Collection of mixed-use high-rise buildings 

CitySpire Center, New York City, United .States 

Completed in 1989, it is the tallest mixed-use 
building in New York. 

Floor count: 73 

The bottom 23 floors are for commercial use. The 
upper floors contain luxury apartments. 

Jameson House, Vancouver, Canada 

Completed in 2010 and designed by Foster + 
Partners. The division of functions is clearly visible 
in its design. 

Floor count: 37 

The bottom floors are for retail and office 
purposes, the upper floor contain various types of 
apartment units. 

The Index, Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

Also completed ln 2010 and design by Fostef 
+ Partners, it shows some resemblance to the 
Jameson House as also the division of functions is 
visible in the fa~ade . 

Floor count: 80 

The lower 25 floors are for offices and the upper 
47 are for residential purposes. In between there 
are facilities for the residents. 

Raffles City, Hangzhou, China 

Construction of this complex by UN Studio has just 
recently begun. 

Floor count: 60 

The complex of 2 towers incorporates retail, office, 
hotel and residential functions in one building. 

Aqua Tower, Chicago, United States 

Completed in 2009 and designed by Jeanne Gang. 

Floor count: 86 

The building sits on a podium with commercial 
and retail functions. Above this, floor 1 to 18 
contain hotel functions and floor 19 to 80 contain 
residential functions divided between apartments 
and condominiums. 

Jin Mao Tower, Shanghai, China 

Completed in 1999 and designed by Adrian Smith 
at SOM. It is one of the tallest buildings in the 
world. 

Floor count: 88 

The base contains a shopping mall and other 
public functions. Floor 53 to 87 contain a hotel, 
the rest is reserved for offices. 

John Hancock Center, Chicago, United States 

One of the earliest examples of multi-use high-rise 
buildings. It was completed in 1970 and designed 
by Skidmore Owings and Merrill. 

Floor Count 100 

Floor 44 to 92 contain apartments. Other functions 
include parking, retail, offices, and a restaurant on 
the 95th floor. 

Beetham Tower, Manchester, United Kingdom 

Completed in 2006 and designed by ian Simpson 
Architects. 

Floor count: 48 

Floor 25 to 47 contain apartments and up to floor 
23 there is a hotel. The project also includes offices 
and retail, they are located in different buildings. 



9.2.6.2 Demographic charts of Hong Kong 
These are official charts of the Hong Kong government. Most of them date 
from 2006. The charts are divided in Hong Kong as a whole and the district of 
Yau Tsim Mong where the project location is. 
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9.2.6.3 Average wind speed in Hong Kong 

These charts show the average w ind speed per month on a height of 60 
meters. The charts were found at http://envf.ust.hk/werhk/windpotential. 
html. 
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9.3 Plans, sections and elevations 
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Floor plan ground floor (left side). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan ground floor (right side). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan f1oor 2 (left side). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 
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Floor plan floor 3 (left side). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 3 {right side). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 4 (left side) . Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 4 (right side). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 5 and 6 (left side). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 5 and 6 (right side). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 7 (left side). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 7 (right side) . Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 16 (Brown stone atrium}. Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan typical floor 18 - 29. Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 30 {Plastic atrium) . Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan typical floor 32 - 43. Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 44 (Metal atrium). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan typical floor 46- 57. Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 58 {Grey stone atrium). Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan typical floor 60- 71. Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 72. Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan 73. Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan floor 74. Scale 1:200 
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Floor plan 75. Scale 1:200 
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Elevation south side. Scale 1:500 
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Elevation west side. Scale 1:500 
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Section north-south looking west. 
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